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The imposing levee of the Missouri River, created to prevent flooding, extends for fifty miles upstream. The levees are more than 200 feet high and 30 feet apart, providing a barrier against floods.
FORECASTING FLOW OF THE MISSISSIPPI AT KEOKUK

By Paul L. Mercer, O '21 (M.S. '22), and Joseph W. Howe, O '24 (M.S. '25)

In the minds of many, the engineering work connected with a large hydroelectric project is completed when the construction days are over and the turbines pick up their load. True it is that this period is the more picturesque and so remains outstanding in the memories of those who witnessed or participated in the bending of Nature's resources to the will of man. However, the engineer finds in problems of plant operation abundant opportunity to apply his knowledge and powers of analysis in securing the greatest possible operating efficiency. One of these problems which arises in the operation of many hydro-plants is the forecasting of river flows. Such forecasts play an important role in the operation of the large plant of the Mississippi River Power Co. at Keokuk, Iowa. Since the power available here varies greatly with changes in river conditions, the forecasting of these changes is quite important to the efficient operation of the plant.

Before discussing the actual forecasting, it is well to give a brief history and description of the plant. The development lies at the foot of the old Des Moines rapids which for years were a menace to navigation because of their swift currents and jagged rocks. These rapids had a fall of twenty-three feet in their twelve miles of length, and were walled on either side with high bluffs which rose almost from the water's edge and which, when the river level was raised, helped very materially in reducing the damages to overflowed lands. Hugh L. Cooper designed and personally supervised the construction of the dam, power house substructure and other hydraulic features of the development. The superstructure was built and all electrical equipment was installed under the direction of Stone and Webster, Inc. Construction was started in January, 1911, and the first units were put in operation in June, 1913. The dam, which is of monolithic concrete construction, is nine-tenths of a mile in length, including its abutments, is 29 feet wide at the top, 42 feet wide at the bottom, and 53 feet high. It is made up of 119 spillway sections, each 30 feet in length, separated by piers 6 feet in width. The amount of water wasted over the dam is controlled by steel gates 32 feet wide and 11 feet deep which rest on the crest of the ogee spillways when in the closed position, and which are raised clear of the water surface by a traveling crane when it is desired to waste water over the dam. Each spillway passes about 4000 c. f. s. of water when open with the lake at its normal operating level. This amount of water is roughly equivalent to the amount used by one of the large turbines at full load. It is interesting to note that the water supplied to one turbine or wasted over one spillway is sufficient in quantity to more than meet the public water requirements of the five largest cities in America.

The power house is about 900 feet long, 132 feet wide, and 177 feet high. It contains 15 main units, each consisting of a Francis type turbine rated at 10,000 H. P., at 32 ft. head and 57.7 R. P. M. with a three phase, 11,000 volt, 25 cycle generator rated at 7200 Kw., mounted on the same vertical
shaft. Two smaller auxiliary units of 2200 H. P. capacity supply the station power and light and the excitation for the main units. The building also contains the necessary switches, busses, and auxiliary equipment as well as ten large transformers for sending out the power as needed. These transformers step up from 11,000 V. as generated, to 110,000 V. for transmission over the St. Louis lines.

Immediately to the south of the power house is a foundation for future growth. This foundation provides for an additional 15 main units and 2 auxiliaries—or a duplicate of the present plant.

The principal cities served with Keokuk power are Burlington, Galesburg, Monmouth, Ft. Madison, Keokuk, Quincy, East St. Louis, and St. Louis.

The 15 main units are each rated at 9000 k. v. a. and consist of a 3 phase, 11,000 V., 25 cycle generator 31 feet in diameter mounted on the same vertical shaft with a Francis type turbine 15 feet in diameter.

Of these, St. Louis and East St. Louis provide the largest market and together consume roughly half of the entire station output.

Another important feature of the development is the United States Lock and Dry Dock, built by the power company and deeded to the government free of charge. The lock is 110 feet wide, the same width as those at Panama, and 400 feet long inside. The dry dock is somewhat larger in dimensions and is said to be the largest freshwater dry dock in the world.

Because the Mississippi is a navigable stream it is essential that the natural flow of the river be passed from day to day without material storage or draft. During this period, therefore, the power output is always limited by one of two things, either machine capacity (during periods of high water) or the natural flow of the river (during periods of low water).

In the early years of the plant operation, the market for power was comparatively small and seldom exceeded the power available from the river. However, as the market expanded, the days on which the power available was
the limiting factor became more and more numerous until, at the present time, the demand is, with the exception of Sundays and holidays, usually equal to or greater than the power available.

Since, as has been explained, the water must be passed as it comes down from above, it becomes the problem of the engineer in charge to predict the flow and to so plan the station load as to use the water through the turbines rather than waste it over the spillways. He is able to effect this variation in load by increasing or reducing the sales of excess power. It might be explained here that the company markets two classes of power, namely: prime power which the company stands ready to deliver at all times, and excess power, which is dependent on river conditions and which may be supplied or denied at the discretion of the company.

In general the engineer attempts two types of forecasting—one, which is routine in its nature, consists in predicting each day what the flow will be on the succeeding day, and the other, which is made only at what may be termed the critical points, consists of forecasting the general trends in flow for periods of a week or longer.

The gage heights of the Mississippi River at Muscatine, Davenport, Clinton, Dubuque, LaCrosse, St. Paul, and other intermediate points, gathered and published daily by the Weather Bureau, are the principal data upon which the forecasts are based. Fortunately for the power company, one of the few Iowa weather bureau offices is situated in Keokuk and through this office the above river stages are made available to the hydraulic engineer within two hours after the gages are read. At the same time he receives data on weather conditions at these and other points.

The power company itself maintains several stations on the main river, one of which is located near Keithsburg, Illinois, just above the limits of backwater from the dam. Stages are read at six-hour intervals at this station, and the four readings for the preceding twenty-four hours are telephoned in each morning. At the same time the observer supplies other pertinent information such as temperature, state of weather, amounts of precipitation, ice movements, etc. Supplementing this data on the main river, daily reports are received by mail from observers at stations on the principal tributaries. Several of these stations on the larger tributaries in the southeastern part of Iowa are maintained by the United States Geological Survey with the cooperation of the power company. Most of them are so located as to record practically the entire flow each stream empties into the Mississippi. Gage heights are usually read only once daily and the report is sent in by mail as above noted so that the hydraulic engineer obtains these gage heights on the following day. Frequently, however, during floods or rapidly changing stages, the gage heights are telephoned or telegraphed in as they are obtained so that the engineer is always in close touch with conditions in each stream.

Discharge curves and rating tables have been prepared for each of the stations from which records are received. From these tables the flow corresponding to the gage height is obtained and recorded on a sheet in such a manner as to facilitate comparison of flows. As the time interval required for the water passing each station to reach Keokuk has also been computed, it is not a difficult matter at normal times to estimate from all this data what change in flow is to be expected at the plant. When this is done, the engineer translates from cubic feet per second, of water flow, to kilowatt-hours of power avail-
able and makes such adjustments in load allowances to excess power customers as the changing flow requires.

To simplify and facilitate the work as much as possible, curves showing the relation of gage heights at several of the most important stations to the gage heights at Keokuk have been worked out. Also curves giving station power outputs under different conditions are available, so that many of the computations can be made by referring to these curves.

This in brief indicates something of the process which is but daily routine with the hydraulic engineer, but which is vitally essential to the economic operation of the 15 giant turbines.

However, these daily forecasts do not always tell the entire story. Since the company is able to make use of pond storage in the non-navigation season, an effort is made to anticipate all rises during this period and draw the pond down so that any flow in excess of load requirements may be put into storage rather than be wasted over the dam. This practice is used to advantage during the late winter when the pond is drawn down in anticipation of the spring breakup with its accompanying floods. Another period at which pond storage is used to great advantage is in the fall at the time of the initial freeze. When a permanent ice cover forms over the river a sudden and marked drop in flow occurs. This is to be expected in view of the fact that the frictional area is doubled by the forming of an ice cover, thereby greatly diminishing velocities. At the same time a considerable quantity of water goes into storage in the form of ice. Since the initial freeze has such a marked effect on river flow, it has been the subject of much study by the company's engineers. As the result of these studies and a long period of experience, it has been found possible to predict the behavior of the river during this period of ice formation with reasonable accuracy. As a general rule the flow will decrease to a minimum of about 40% of its open water value during the first few days following the initial freeze. This abrupt decrease in flow is referred to as the "initial drop" and is followed by a recovery extending over two to three weeks during which time the flow gradually increases to about 70% of its original amount. At the end of the initial drop the river flow is materially less than at any other time of the year, and were this condition of long duration, would determine the minimum power available from the river and hence establish the prime load of the station. However, knowledge of this unusual behavior of the river permits drafting the pond materially to hold up the flow, knowing that it can be stored back during the period of recovery.

Most floods occur during the navigation season when it is impossible to take advantage of pond storage. Nevertheless it is distinctly desirable to be able to forecast as far ahead as possible, the peak flow and the day or days it may be expected. In preparing this type of forecast, precipitation and soil conditions are given consideration. With a drainage area of 119,000 square miles it is not at all uncommon to find one portion of the area experiencing a comparatively severe flood while streams in the rest of the area are in normal or only slight flood stages. If precipitation is heavy in the lower end of the basin a rapid rise of short duration is likely to result. If, on the other hand, the precipitation falls only over the northern half of the drainage area, the resulting flood will usually not be felt at Keokuk for a week or longer and the rise will be more gradual, have a lower peak, and will be sustained for a longer period of time. These long range forecasts must, of course, be altered
occasionally on large floods as the peak approaches because of the effect of unforeseen weather or other conditions. However, they are fairly accurate and assist materially in advising excess power customers several days in advance of just when and for how long their use of power may be curtailed. Similarly, customers are given as much warning as possible when reduction of excess is expected due to an approaching low water period.

When it is realized that the success or failure of a single critical forecast may mean a difference of several thousands of dollars in the earnings of the company, the importance of this phase of engineering becomes evident. As the station continues to approach its ultimate capacity it is obvious that the need and value of an exact knowledge of river conditions will become greater and greater. It is, therefore, not surprising that the engineers engaged in this particular branch of the work take a justifiable pride in the fact that they have been highly successful in building power wastes to a minimum.

The Gear reprints this clipping from a Boston newspaper published 61 years ago: "A man about 46 years of age, giving the name of Joshua Coppersmith, has been arrested in New York for attempting to extort funds from ignorant and superstitious people by exhibiting a device which he says will convey the human voice any distance over metallic wires so that it will be heard by the listener at the other end. He calls the instrument a 'telephone' which is obviously intended to imitate the word 'telegraph' and win the confidence of those who know of the success of the latter instrument without understanding the principles on which it is based. Well-informed people know that it is impossible to transmit the human voice over wires as may be done with dots and dashes and signals of the Morse Code, and that, were it possible to do so, the thing would be of no practical value. The authorities who apprehended this criminal are to be congratulated, and it is to be hoped that his punishment will be prompt and fitting, that it may serve as an example to other conscienceless schemers who enrich themselves at the expense of their fellow creatures."

LIBRARY SERVICE

The Engineering Societies Library, on the 13th floor of the Engineering Societies Building, 29 West 39th St., New York, contains approximately 150,000 volumes of engineering literature. It is open on week days, excepting holidays, from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

The library offers, on payment for the extra work required, to supply photoprints or translations of articles, make searches for information, prepare lists of references, and suggest books on engineering subjects. The cost of searching is $2 an hour. Translations are $6 and upwards per thousand words. Typewritten copies, $1 a thousand words. Photoprints, 11 by 14 inches, cost $0.25.

Members may borrow from a collection of standard treatises, on payment of a transportation charge and a small rental.

The Library is at the service of every member. Those who cannot visit it may order searches, translations, copies, etc., by mail.

Address correspondence to the Director of the Library, Harrison W. Craver, 29 West 39th St., New York.—A. I. M. E.
In Memoriam

The Executive Council Wishes To Express Its Deep Sorrow At The Passing Of The Following Brothers, About Whom Details Are Not Available At This Time.

Alia Timothy Erlich, Gamma '25
F. Layton Teale, Gamma '25
Edward C. Kreckle, Delta '24
Harry Aid, Iota '20
What is this mystery that men call death?
My friend before me lies; in all save breath
He seems the same as yesterday. His face
So like to life—so calm, bears not a trace
Of that great change which all of us so dread.
I gaze on him and say: He is not dead,
But sleeps; and soon he will arise and take
Me by the hand; I know he will awake
And smile on me as he did yesterday;
And he will have some gentle word to say,
Some kindly deed to do; for loving thought
Was warp and woof of which his life was wrought.
He is not dead. Such souls forever live
In boundless measure of the love they give.

—Bell.
Edwin Robert Kime was born April 18, 1900, in Ridgeway, Pennsylvania. His father, George C. Kime, was a prominent woolen merchant and tailor in Ridgeway and Edwin attended the public school in his home town until his graduation in June, 1918.

He then entered Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to take a course in mining engineering. Leaving Carnegie with excellent recommendations and an honorable dismissal, he decided to complete his course in mining engineering at the Michigan College of Mines at Houghton, Michigan. While at Pittsburgh Brother Kime became a charter member of Nu Chapter of Theta Tau, but left very soon thereafter for Houghton, transferring his membership to Beta Chapter.

While a student at the Michigan College of Mines Brother Kime took a very active interest in chapter affairs, and because of his excellent scholastic record and pleasing personality became very popular not only with his fraternity brothers but with the entire student body. Having had some journalistic experience his services were eagerly sought for and contributed freely in connection with student publications.

Brother Kime obtained the degrees of Bachelor of Science and Engineer of Mines at the Michigan College of Mines, completing his course in June, 1923. He was married during the summer of 1921 to Miss Marie Maas of Houghton, Michigan. Following a brief illness with pneumonia he died at the University Hospital in Philadelphia, September 11, 1924. Mrs. Kime and an infant daughter survive him.
HAROLD LELAND GROEBECK, LAMBDA '17

September 24, 1895—January 8, 1927

Harold Leland Groebbeck was the son of Frank and Nellie Young Groebbeck, and a descendant of John Young, a Revolutionary War patriot. Brother Groebbeck graduated from the High School of Salt Lake City in the spring of 1911; later he attended the University of California, the University of Idaho, and the University of Utah. He was granted the Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Utah in 1917.

In college Brother Groebbeck was prominently identified with social life, having been instrumental in the organization of a local fraternity which was granted a charter in Sigma Nu, a national social fraternity. He was initiated into Lambda Chapter of Theta Tau as Number 50.

In 1919 he graduated from the Palmer School of Chiropractic. He was a member of Delta Sigma Chi, a professional chiropractic fraternity, and was also a member of the Sons of the American Revolution.

Brother Groebbeck was among the first to volunteer for army service in the late war, but was rejected on account of his physical condition—a condition which was directly responsible for his recent death.

After some years of the practice of chiropractic, he returned to engineering work in 1924 in the employ of the International Smelting Company of Salt Lake City.

Brother Groebbeck was ill for over a year previous to his passing on January 8, 1927. He is survived by his parents who reside in Salt Lake City.
CARLETON RICHARDSON, GAMMA '21
February 11, 1894—August 20, 1924

Carleton Richardson was born in Denver, Colorado, February 11, 1894. He received his public and high school training in the state of Massachusetts, graduating from the Norwood High School, in Norwood, Massachusetts. He entered Phillips Exeter Academy, a college preparatory school, in New Hampshire, from which he was graduated in 1912. In 1916 he entered the Colorado School of Mines, at Golden, and was pledged to Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity. He left school in June, 1917, to enlist in the Air Service, receiving his training at the University of California, Berkeley. Although in the service for seventeen months he was never sent abroad. He received his discharge November 18, 1918, with an excellent record. On May 18, 1923, he received a commission as Second Lieutenant, Engineer, of the Officers Reserve Corps of the United States Army.

He was married in July, 1919, before reentering school at Golden the following September. In his senior year he was initiated to Gamma Chapter of Theta Tau. He completed his college work at Christmas time, receiving his degree of Engineer of Mines with the June graduating class of 1923. Shortly after graduation, he accepted a position with the El Tigre Mining Co., in Sonora, Mexico, where he and his wife lived until his death on August 20, 1924, following an operation for appendicitis.

"Rich," as he was known by his friends and classmates, was well liked everywhere he was known and had scores of friends. He is survived by his wife, his little son, born seven months after his death, and a sister. He is buried beside his mother and father in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING IN OKLAHOMA

As Conducted by the United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Mines, in the Seminole Oil Field.

By W. S. Morris, Rho '24

The Bureau of Mines was established in 1910, under the Department of the Interior, to promote safe operation of the coal mines. In this work, the Bureau has won for itself an enviable reputation.

In 1915, the work was extended to the petroleum industry and, in 1917, the Petroleum Experiment Station was established at Bartlesville, Oklahoma, to conduct research in oil and gas. Besides the experimental work that is carried on in the laboratory at Bartlesville and throughout the mid-continent oil fields, the Bureau of Mines has undertaken the task of making engineering studies of the various oil fields. Many reports of this nature have been written and distributed to the great benefit of the oil operators.

The Bureau of Mines is now studying the oil fields of Seminole and Pottawatomie Counties, Oklahoma. This area contains the famous Seminole City field; also the adjoining fields known as Searight, Bowlegs, and Earlsboro. These fields are very close to each other and are producing oil from the same horizons, namely, the Hunton lime and the Wilcox sand.

The wells in these fields are spaced one to ten acres, or 660 feet apart. The general practice in drilling the wells is by the rotary method to a depth of approximately 3500 to 3800 feet; the 8½-inch casing is then set and cemented, and the well drilled into the productive horizons with standard cable tools.

The oil operator is confronted with many complex problems before the bit reaches the pay sands. He must determine the best point to set his water string of casing, he must adopt a casing program in general keeping with the peculiarities of the area, and he must know where to expect to encounter water in drilling. And finally, he should know where he will find the various distinguishing formations. The Bureau of Mines assists the operators in working out these drilling problems.
In the Seminole Field, the Bureau has established a field office in the heart of the activities and maintains a corps of three engineers, who collect and disseminate information free of charge.

Horizontal, vertical, and diagonal cross sections are kept on the wells in the field and as the wells are drilled into the sands, the logs are platted and correlated on these sections.

In the Seminole area there are at least four horizons that can be accurately checked. These are, in the order of their appearance, the Hunton lime, the Sylvan shale, the Viola lime, and the Wilcox sand. The Hunton lime is encountered approximately 3910 feet below the surface of the ground or 3000 feet below sea level. The Wilcox sand is very irregular and in but a few cases can be found running true to structure. Perhaps an average depth will be 4200 feet (3320 below sea level).

Many wells have been drilled into water in the base of the Wilcox sand and the well practically ruined. At times the water can be plugged off with lead wool, but the practice of drilling into water is one that the oil companies do not care to adopt.

The Bureau of Mines engineers determine the water levels in the field and warn the operators when they are drilling near the horizon.

The problems of the field in general are studied by the Bureau and such information as casing points, well elevations, well locations, drilling time, water analyses, oil distillation tests, oil production, production decline, air and gas lift data, well logs, shooting records, cementing records, and general field geology are among the data collected and distributed.

The results of the work are published by the United States Department of Commerce, and are available to the public.

Fred Coffman, Lambda '15, is associated with W. H. Booker, Ohio State '08, in consulting engineering practice with offices in Charlotte, N. C. The firm specializes in municipal improvements including water works, sewers, street paving, and hydro-electric plants.

Mason Stober, Omicron '25, has received considerable publicity for his outstanding work as regular center on the Army (U. S. Military Academy, West Point) basketball team. "Jack" ranks well in his class, too.

W. H. Emmons, Hon. Alpha, has been engaged by the Mining Corporation of Canada to make an examination of its extensive holdings in Montbray Township in the Rouyn area of the Province of Quebec, Canada.

J. G. Reilly, Iota '17, is superintendent of the Chico District for the Cia. de Real del Monte y Pachuca, at Pachuca, Hidalgo, Mexico.

The address of Brother Edmund Chisholm, Epsilon '25, is P. O. Box 7, Klerksdorp, Transvaal, Union of South Africa.

Alan Probert, Epsilon '25, is now assistant Mill Superintendent of Sunny-side Mining & Milling Co. at Eureka, San Juan County, Colorado. After graduating from California he spent a season in Nome, Alaska, and then went up to the Coeur d'Alenes in Idaho for a year.

Durand A. Hall, Beta '14, is acting as consulting geologist at the El Gachi mine in Sonora, Mexico, about 50 miles west of Nacozari in the Arispe district. He has just returned to his home in Berkeley from Sonora but expects to return to the El Gachi in the near future.
WHAT MATTER A FEW THOUSAND MILES?

Our undergraduate days do certainly go to make up one of the most enjoyable periods of our lives, and not the least factor contributing to this enjoyment is our privilege of association as brothers in Theta Tau. However, our association does not stop with the end of our college days. As undergraduates we merely lay the foundation for something bigger to come.

When we leave school and enter the field of engineering, we often leave all our friends and take up our work among total strangers, but it doesn’t seem to matter where we go, we invariably find some brother in Theta Tau and we’re among friends again. The following illustration is just one incident of many which are happening nearly every day.

Four young fellows were seated at a small table in the mess hall of a mining company in Chihuahua, Mexico. Two of them were recent additions to the engineering staff of the company, having been there only a day or two. The third had been a member of the staff for about a month, and the fourth was a visitor—the representative of a large manufacturing concern.

The country being more or less new to all of them, there was a great deal to talk about and they lingered over their coffee, reluctant to bring the chat to an end.

As is almost invariably the case with fellows not long out of school, the talk finally drifted into the channels of undergraduate days. Someone mentioned Theta Tau; there were exclamations of surprise and pleasure, and it didn’t take long to establish the fact that, sure enough, there at the same table were none other than brothers:

P. J. Shenon, Epsilon
Mac McDougal, Beta
T. F. Mitchell, Lambda
M. R. Weiler, Lambda

Such an occasion seemed to call for some sort of official recognition and inasmuch as the Mexican Constitution has no 18th Amendment, it was deemed only proper that a toast be drunk to Theta Tau, and we hope we may be excused for promptly giving the matter our personal attention.

To come into contact with Theta Taus in out-of-the-way places is to experience a real thrill of pleasure, and it brings forcefully to mind the thought that we should try to keep in closer touch with the fraternity and do our little bit to further its objects.

When we leave school and enter the world of competition, we are kept pretty busy, it is true, and we are a little bit inclined to neglect such duties, but the pleasure derived from our association with the brothers in H. & T. more than compensates us for the little time and effort expended in attending to these duties.

M. R. Weiler, Lambda.

Theta Tau members meet in many odd corners of the earth and an unusual meeting was at the Governor’s Inaugural Ball in Carson City, Nevada, when E. G. Snedaker, Gamma ’14, met the Grand Scribe, E. J. Schrader, Alpha ’05, after an interval of many years. Brother Snedaker is living at the University Club in San Francisco, California.
Dinner-Election held on January 8th proved to be a huge success. The accompanying illustrations show the banquet program. The banquet occupied the front portion of the University Club dining room. Thirty-three members were present, including all of the honorary members of Lambda and a guest, Brother P. A. Peck, Jr., of Pi Chapter. The food was all anyone could ask. Item number 8 on the “bill of lading” (see list below) needed no rubbing. In a few instances we saw brothers disregarding the remark accompanying item number 4,—but no matter. The program was excellent. Particularly interesting was Dr. Merrill’s report on “New Engineering Curricula,” especially so when we learned that the course of study as prescribed at the University of Utah meets all of the requirements set forth as best practice.

On November 14, 1926, Lamb-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>ARTICLE</th>
<th>Shipped From</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fruit Cocktail</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Use right-hand spoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Celery</td>
<td>Wong Lee-Murray</td>
<td>Maximum fiber stress not given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Olives</td>
<td>Holy Land</td>
<td>Save stones for future buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Wafers</td>
<td>N.B.C</td>
<td>Crumbling or flaking not permitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Consomme</td>
<td>Kitchen Boney Pie</td>
<td>Gargle quietly. Do not inhale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Flesh</td>
<td>Cold Storage</td>
<td>Altogether — Row 1 Row 1 Row 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Peas</td>
<td>Morgan</td>
<td>Use widest knife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Murphys</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>If cold — rub until warm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Asparagus Tips</td>
<td>Bountiful</td>
<td>Drain moisture to sump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Frozen Desert</td>
<td>Keeley’s</td>
<td>One order only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Crackers</td>
<td>Same as #4</td>
<td>Synchronize with number 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Coffee</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>None for Minors — add dilute solution of Cow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>till</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Clover Leaf</td>
<td>Order with number 6 if desired</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ON THE AIR FOR TONIGHT
STATION IAABT

ANNOUNCER: Stubby Gray
FOUR HANDED SOLO: Dr. Jos. F. Merrill
NEW ENGINEERING CURRICULA: Otto Herras
ST T DURING 1926: Lynn Raybould, the
AUDITING COMMITTEE REPORT: H. G. Hall
SECY-TREASURER’S REPORT: Lynn Raybould
HISTORIAN’S REPORT: (No useful talk) Otto Duke
ELECTION OF OFFICERS FOR 1927: Tune in on station URSOL

Lambda Chapter initiated three alumni: Richard A. Hart, 07, B. S. (E. E.), Manager Western Clay Products Ave’n, Salt Lake City; Albert Z. Richards, ’05, B. S. (C. E.), member firm Caldwell & Richards, Engineers, Salt Lake City; C. L. Berry, Jr., ‘17, architect, Salt Lake City. Another alumnus, Eugene Delos Gardner, ’06, B. S. (M. E.), of Tucson, Arizona, will be initiated as soon as he can attend an initiation of the fraternity.

William J. Walker, Lambda ’21, may be addressed at Dividend, Utah. He is assistant engineer in the Geology Department, Tintic Standard Mining Company. A son, Wm. James, Jr., was born to Brother Walker December 31, 1926. He also has a girl, Loraine Esther, two and a half years old.

Arthur K. Olsen, Lambda ’25, is located at Iowa City, Iowa, as an inspector of materials for the Iowa State Highway Department. He spent the winter in the Highway Laboratories at Ames. Brother Olsen was married to Bernice Duncan of Salt Lake City on August 7, 1926.
P. H. Williams, Electrical, '22, who has been Traffic Engineer for the Long Lines Department of the A. T. & T. at Minneapolis, was promoted in February to a similar position in Chicago. His Chicago address is 7506 North Robey Street.

Ernest W. Seeman, Civil, '19, is now designing for Whitney Bros., Contractors, at Duluth, Minnesota. He has been there since September 1.

Verne Curtis, Mechanical, '22, is no longer employed by the city of Minneapolis but is now with the White Motor Co. at Cleveland, Ohio, in the Vocational Sales Department.

Wm. D. Timperley, Civil, '10, has recently been elected to the Board of Directors of the Builders Exchange of Minneapolis.

Neal Kingsley, Mines, '11, is now located with the Standard Oil Company at Minneapolis. He is in the Employment Department.

Les. Halliday, Civil, '21, has returned from Florida and is again with the City Planning Commission of Minneapolis. He is working up estimates and plans for proposed widenings and improvements.

Loren Dawson, Mines, '21, is with the Bridge and Building Section of the Operating Department of the Northern Pacific Railway Co. with headquarters at Duluth, Minnesota.

Thomas K. Leonard, Civil, '15, was seriously injured in an automobile accident near Crookston, Minnesota, about Thanksgiving time. He received a severe concussion and it was a matter of doubt for weeks as to whether he would pull through or not. However, he is his old self again now.

Berkeley Lewis, Electrical, '25, is with the Northern States Power Co. at Montevideo, Minnesota.

Tom Andrews, Mines, '26, is another one of our miners who went to South Africa. He is doing geological work at N'Dola, Northern Rhodesia, South Africa, with the Anglo-American Mining Co.

Ed Hennen, Mines, '25, is now located at the New York office of Ingersoll Rand Co.

Alva Haley, Mines, '25, is in the Geology Department of the Anaconda Copper Co. at Butte, Montana.

Winn Hilgedick, Electrical, '26, is doing some of the travelling which he always wished for. He is radio operator on a steamer and when last heard from was in Honolulu.

Alex M. Gow, Mines, '23, who is an Instructor at the Minnesota School of Mines, has been seriously ill with malarial fever but is returning to work April 1st.

Don Brunner, Mines, '24, has left the employment of the Idaho Gold Mining Co. and is now with the Engineering Department of the Empire Zinc Co. at Gilman, Colorado—elevation 9000 feet.

Phil Hartmann, Civil, '25, has finished the training course of the Goodyear Rubber Co. at Akron, Ohio, and is now located with them at Chicago.

Lewis T. Baumgartner, Electrical, '23, announces the arrival of a 10½-pound boy—Richard Lewis—on March 21st.

Harold Cleary, Electrical, '22, is now with Stone & Webster, Boston, Massachusetts.
That Theta Taus are largely responsible for Minnesota's good highways may be seen from the large number that is represented in the following list:

Joe C. Robbers, Civil, '18, is Office Manager at the headquarters of the Highway Department in Midway.

Wendell P. Chapman, Electrical, '14, has recently been promoted from Division Engineer of the Highway Department to Assistant Construction Engineer.

Don Gray, Mines, '22, and Hugo Erickson, Civil '26, are in the Plans Department of the Highway Commission.

O. M. Rufsvold, Civil, '15, is designing bridges for the Highway Department.

Orin Markson, Civil, '22, is Resident Engineer on No. 1 Highway between St. Paul and Duluth. By July 1st this stretch of road will be completely paved.

---

CHICAGO ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

On January 27, 1927, fifteen men out of twenty from Omicron Chapter got together to talk over old times and to discuss the possibilities in making the Chicago Alumni Chapter more active. Many ideas were advanced and they have been withheld until every chapter is represented. Some of the men agreed to contribute an article to the Gear and we are sure that Brother Curtis will appreciate it.

A suggestion was made to send out a letter to each chapter asking for a list of their men living in Chicago and in the vicinity of Chicago. To date Alpha, Beta, Theta, Mu, Sigma, and Rho Chapters have replied and our list shows the correct addresses of 117 men living in Chicago. With that number of men we can see a big future for the Chicago Alumni Association. In order to back-check these addresses we mailed out a return information card and most of them have been returned. We find that it is too much work for one man to get in touch with these men so we have mapped out a program so that one man from each chapter will be responsible for his men.

Brother Hopkins, Brother Holbrook, and Brother Van have had lunch together in the past few weeks and they discussed and formulated plans for the Alumni Association. Brother Hopkins has called a meeting on Thursday evening, March 17, 1927, and we expect a large turnout. The results of that meeting will reach Brother Curtis and he will find every active man in Chicago a subscriber to the Gear.

Some ideas have been extended and will no doubt be of some interest to the chapters located in the Middle West. They may develop this spring if we can get in action soon enough.

Many of the men from the different chapters have been meeting each month and it is our desire to bring these men together in a regular meeting. In one case seven or eight men from Xi Chapter have been meeting in that manner.

If any alumni or actives know the addresses of Theta Taus living in Chicago, please be kind enough to send them to R. W. Van, 5055 Sheridan Road, Chicago, Illinois.

R. W. VAN, O '25

Chicago, March 11, 1927
JAMES DOUGLAS MEDAL AWARDED
ZAY JEFFRIES

ZAY JEFFRIES, who has been awarded the Douglas medal, established in 1922 by a group of the friends of the late James Douglas for distinguished achievement in non-ferrous metallurgy, is one of the most notable graduates of the South Dakota School of Mines where he took his B. S. degree in 1910. The following year he was manager of the Ideal Mining Co., at Custer, and in 1911 he became instructor in metallurgy at the Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland, where he remained until 1917, and in 1918 he took his D. Sc. degree at Harvard.

During all this period he was engaged in experimental and consulting work for the Electric Railway Improvement Co., the Cleveland Steel Tool Co., the W. S. Tyler Co., the Lincoln Electric Co., the Aluminum Castings Co., and the Cleveland wire division of the General Electric Co. He is now engaged...
in general consulting work, especially for the Aluminum Co. of America, the General Electric Co., and the National Tube Co.

He has contributed to the Transactions papers on the determination of grain size in metals (with A. H. Kline and E. B. Zimmer), LIV, 594; grain growth phenomena in metals, LVI, 571; the tungsten-molybdenum equilibrium diagram and system of crystallization, LVI, 600; grain size inheritance in iron and carbon steel, LVIII, 669; effect of temperature, deformation and grain size on the mechanical properties of metals, LX, 474; metallography of tungsten, LX, 588; physical changes in iron and steel below the thermal critical range, LXIII, and LXVII, 56; and the trend in the science of metals, LXX, 303. In addition to participating freely in the discussion of other papers before the Institute he has found time to contribute notable papers to the Institute of Metals (Great Britain), the principal technical journals, and to write a book on "The Science of Metals" in collaboration with R. S. Archer.

The method of measuring grain sizes which is now in general use was developed by Dr. Jeffries and he has probably done more than anyone else to clarify the complex phenomena encountered in connection with grain growth in metals. Especially noteworthy are his contributions on the phenomena of "germination" and on the effects of mechanical obstruction to grain growth. It is well known that the properties of metals depend to a marked extent on various conditions among which the grain size of the metal, the amount of deformation it has received, and the temperature of testing are very important. Dr. Jeffries has added considerably to our fundamental knowledge concerning the effects of these factors. His "equi-cohesive temperature" conception may be especially mentioned, as well as his work on the effects of temperature of deformation.

Dr. Jeffries has contributed more largely than anyone else to the metallography of tungsten, a subject of practical importance on account of the increasing commercial use of tungsten, and also of considerable theoretical interest on account of the fact that tungsten is an ideal example of metals of very high melting-point. One of the outstanding recent developments in metallography is the extended application of the X-ray method of crystal analysis to metallographic problems. Dr. Jeffries has taken a prominent part in this development and has made some important contributions to metallographic theory which are based at least in part on the results of this method of investigation.

Under the title "The Slip Interference Theory of the Hardening of Metals" Dr. Jeffries presented a general theory of the causes and mechanism of hardening in metals and alloys. As special applications, he developed in considerable detail the theory of the hardening of steel and of the red-hardness of high-speed steel. These contributions embody what are at the present time probably the most widely accepted ideas on the subject of hardening. He has also taken an important part in the rapid developments of the last few years in the metallurgy of aluminum. Among the developments for which he may be considered largely responsible are aluminum pistons, heat-treated aluminum castings, and new types of high-strength wrought alloys.
A review of the career of John L. Harrington, in all of its minor, yet always interesting details, would read like a page from a standard Alger novel. So great have been his achievements, and so swift his rise to international fame, that his case rivals that of some of the famous old fairy story heroes.

All great things have a beginning, so quoth someone of the great sages, and John Lyle Harrington had his on December 7, 1868, on a farm a few miles from the historical little village of Lawrence, Kansas. His early education consisted of only two years in a little country school. The rest of his knowledge was gained through his own resourcefulness. Books have always been great friends to Mr. Harrington, and particularly so in his early days when he was compelled to be his own teacher. At any rate, he reached college at the age of twenty-two, entering the University of Kansas in the fall of 1891. At the end of four years in the university he found himself in possession of two degrees, an A. B., and a B. S. in Civil Engineering.
It was at this point that Mr. Harrington embarked upon his spectacular career. He started out to gain plenty of experience, and did this at the cost of several jobs. He stayed only long enough in one place to gain what he believed to be all the new knowledge he could glean from that particular station in the profession. His first job was with the famous J. A. L. Waddell; then to the Elmira Bridge Company; on to the Pencoyd Iron Works; thence to the Keystone Bridge Works, where he designed the Monongahela Railroad Bridge, and several other heavy structures. His next move was to the Cambria Steel Company, where he was assistant chief engineer; then to the Bucyrus Company; thence to the Northwestern Elevated Railroad Company; next to the Berlin Bridge Company; the C. W. Hunt Company; and then into his first partnership, with his former employer, Mr. Waddell, the firm name being Waddell and Harrington. He is now a member of the firm of Harrington, Howard and Ash, of Kansas City, Mo.

Mr. Harrington never has finished his education. In 1906 he took his B. S. from McGill University at Montreal, Canada, and in 1908 he received his M. S. Still on the lookout for more knowledge, Mr. Harrington was recently quoted as saying that he never passes up a chance to learn something new, even though it is far removed from his professional life.

In all probability there is not an engineer in the profession who covers more ground than Mr. Harrington. His travels average 100,000 miles a year. In fact, practically all of his time is spent on the road. His practice is now concentrated on the financial consulting end of engineering. His enterprises take him from San Francisco to New York and from the north to the south of the United States.

Several of the largest organizations of the engineering profession find their rolls honored with Mr. Harrington's name. He is a member of the A. S. M. E., having served as national president of that organization; the A. S. C. E.; the A. S. T. M.; the American Railway Engineering Association; Sigma Nu; Tau Beta Pi, of which he was president in 1917; and lastly, Theta Tau.

It is indeed with great honor that Zeta of Theta Tau announces the formal initiation of John Lyle Harrington to honorary membership, on April 27, 1926.

RALPH W. NUSSE, Zeta '27

The November, 1926, California Monthly Magazine showed a picture of some mining engineers in South America among whom was Brother Roy Starbird, Epsilon '17, at the Araca Tin Mines in Bolivia which are at an elevation of 17,000 feet.

During the week of November 13, Dean L. S. Grant, Gamma '99, Hon., was in Washington, D. C., attending the session of the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education. Much valuable data were presented and the dean was greatly impressed with the progress being made in the engineering education field.

James A. Flock, Zeta '26, returned to the east immediately after his graduation, and is now living in Philadelphia, at 7619 Mountain Ave.

Paul S. Fox, Zeta '20, is connected with the New Mexico State Board of Health. Address, Box 750, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
We started the present school year with nineteen actives and five pledges. We have had two initiations so far this year; on November 10, 1926, the following men were initiated: Joseph L. Armstrong, John A. McRae, Sam R. Hamilton. On February 17, 1927, we initiated Evans M. Healy, Walter R. Kreuger, Leon A. Mears, Hugo F. Gustafson.

The chapter house is located at the same place, 406 S. E. 11th Avenue, but the lease runs out September 1, 1927. We expect to move into larger and more attractive quarters at the beginning of the school year of 1928.

Alpha’s furniture fund was drawn upon to purchase some new equipment for the dining room. Because of the large number of men eating regularly at each meal the dining room is too small to feed them all at once, so the sittings are divided into two tables.

We now have twelve pledges, of whom some will be initiated before the miners leave for the western trip.

When announcements for Tau Beta Pi were made for the year Alpha had three men on the roll. Two men qualified for Eta Kappa Nu (honorary electrical fraternity) and three were taken into Chi Epsilon (honorary civil). The scholastic standing for last year was 1.48. Theta Tau is again represented on the All-University Council by Russ L. Sorenson.

The annual Founders Day Banquet was held at the Nicollet Hotel, and proved to be the most inspiring and enthusiastic banquet on Alpha’s records. Two social events have taken place on our calendar this year, the fall party given at the Columbia Golf Club, and the winter party at the Glenwood Chalet. Several rushing smokers have been staged during the school year.
Prof. J. O. Jones of the hydraulics department gave an illuminating talk on "The Conservation of Natural Resources." Brother Jones is a Theta Tau from Zeta Chapter.

The annual canoe trip of Alpha Chapter is scheduled to take place in the middle of May, the trip being as usual on the St. Croix River from Taylor's Falls to Stillwater.

Brother Richard Malmgren, after completing Chicago Central Stations course has returned to school to get a degree in mechanical engineering. Brother N. C. Davies has accepted a position as assistant geologist, traveling over the southwest.

Tom F. Andrews wrote a letter to the chapter which tells of his experiences as a geologist in Northern Rhodesia in South Africa. Art Kroll and Mrs. Kroll are blessed with a bouncing baby boy. Loren Neubauer was appointed to the staff of the engineering college in the Mathematics and Mechanics Department. Winn C. Hilgedick writes a card from Freeland on his tour around the world as a radio operator on board a merchant marine ship.

The outlook for next year is bright, both financially and scholastically.

E. H. Erck

Minneapolis, Minnesota, March 12, 1927

BETTA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total number of initiates</th>
<th>297</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pledges</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Members</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When school opened last fall, Beta found that graduation had reduced the active members of the chapter to the lowest number in many years. Only eleven men returned at the beginning of the term. This called for a careful rushing campaign, which was entirely successful. Thirteen men were pledged during the term and were duly initiated into the mysteries of Theta Tau. Of these men, three were sophomores and ten were freshmen. Lately two more men, both freshmen, have been pledged and will be initiated at an early date.

The chapter has been working hard. Despite the limited number of actives, Beta progressed wonderfully. The success of the pledging season was due to the energy and vim which every man contributed to the task at hand.

For the school year, Beta has reason to be proud of her achievements. The chapter has been very well represented in every activity on the campus. The offices held by Theta Tau men are many. The most important office, that of president of the Student Organization, is held by Brother Moore. The Senior Council has one H. and T. man. Brother Westin, a Tau Beta Pi man, is chairman. The Athletic Board of Control has a majority of Theta Tau members. Brother Bardill is president of the Mining Club, a new, but strong organization on the campus, Beta is well represented in the several committees on the campus. The vice-president of the senior class, vice-president, secretary and treasurer of the sophomore class, and the president of the freshman class are Theta Tau men. The *Lode* staff has five H. and T. men.

In varsity athletic activities, Beta has taken the lead. Brother Westin is basketball manager, while Brother Seestedt is manager of the football team.
The college teams have had a goodly number of Theta Tau men in the line-ups.

Of interest to alumni members is the recent action of the State Legislature to enlarge the curriculum of the college. Henceforth, the school may give, in addition to the degrees of Engineer of Mines, and Metallurgical Engineer, a bachelor's degree in general engineering, chemistry, and geology, and in the Graduate School, the degree of Master of Science. The college is to be known as the "Michigan College of Mining and Technology." This will probably shorten to "Michigan Tech," a fit name for the school.

The college has a real hockey team this year. On account of the loss of the Amphidrome, the ice rink, by fire, the schedule was shortened considerably. One trip was made, and several home games were played. On the trip, the "Huskies," as the team is called, played the University of Michigan and Notre Dame. The two-game series with Michigan resulted in a deadlock, the "Wolverines" taking the first game 1-0, and the "Huskies" winning the second by the same score. Notre Dame was beaten, 3-0. The home games included two games with Notre Dame and a game with the very strong sextette from Marquette University. The "Huskies" won these games by decisive scores, but students here at Michigan Tech will remember the Marquette University game for a long time to come. It was a slam-bang battle from start to finish but the terrific pace set by the invaders could not last, and the "Huskies" won in the overtime period 7-4. These victories mark the team as the outstanding sextette of the Middle West. It is hoped that next year the college will again specialize in hockey.

One of the important events of the year was the College Ice Carnival on February 22. A parade was staged in which the entire student body took part. Floats were entered by the respective organizations on the campus and many special exhibits and novelties added to the spectacle. Unfortunately, weather conditions were adverse for the remaining events, and the carnival did not receive the large measure of success it deserved. However, even the partial success was of such proportions as to warrant the establishment of the Ice Carnival as an annual college function.
Beta has been a leader in all social activities this year. Dances have been
given from time to time and these have proved to be highly successful in every
sense of the word. The Initiation Banquet, a traditional event here at Beta,
was as usual a very enjoyable party. The Founders Day Banquet was given
October 15. Professor Fisher, an honorary member of Theta Tau, gave a
very interesting talk on the history of the chapter. On March 3, a profes-
sional meeting was held, at which Professor Fisher lectured on the “Math-
ematics of Animal Sizes” and also gave a short history of the Copper Coun-
try. The lectures were followed by an informal discussion, and then refresh-
ments were served. Several members of the faculty, including President Hotchkiss,
also attended the meeting. The chapter is planning on having more profes-
sional meetings in the future. This type of entertainment is a very enjoyable
way to absorb a great deal of useful information.

Beta will lose heavily this year through graduation. The senior members
are Brothers Seestedt, Westin, Moore, Bardill, Weider, Paquette, Nilson,
and Dewald. These men have contributed much to Beta, and the chapter
will miss them keenly.

In conclusion, we urge the alumni to “drop us a line” once in a while to
keep us informed as to their location. We of Beta are always interested in
alumni news. Also, to all members of Theta Tau, fraternal greetings, and a
warm welcome to any of you who happen to come this way.

W. A. Longacre

Houghton, Michigan, March 10, 1927

GAMMA

At the present time Gamma has twenty active members, four of whom were
initiated on February 3, 1927. Last semester the chapter had nineteen ac-
tives. Three of these men dropped out of school. The four newly initiated
are Brothers R. F. Herndon, Fred B. Kinley, T. L. Wells, and G. H. Allen.

GAMMA CHAPTER

STANDING (left to right): Wentz, Kent, Cahagan, Herndon, McElhiney, Kerr, Beicken, Bard.
McLaughlin, Much, McNeil, Chad.

KNEELING: Lafgren, Gallagher, Shew, Houghton, Dore, King.
THE GEAR OF THETA TAU

The chapter has initiated a new plan for professional activity. Each man in the chapter will present a paper or talk on some phase of the work he performed during the summer vacation. These will be delivered at the regular bi-monthly chapter meetings. The first of these will be given Tuesday, March 8th.

Gamma has been very active in the fields of sport during the past semester. In some ways it has been hard on the chapter to have had the majority of its members on the squads. Brother Bob Much was an able football captain and he will be succeeded by another Theta Tau equally as able, Brother Walter Lofgren. Besides these two men the following brothers all had places on the first string: Reagan, Bond, McNeil, Shaw, and Gallagher. Gallagher is also captain of the baseball squad. In basketball Brother Sotock was captain and Brother Bond was a member of the first string.

The following positions held by various men of the chapter will serve to give some idea of the place Gamma holds in the school: President of Tau Beta Pi, Brother Al Ladner; Interfraternity Council, Brother Kuno Doerr (President), Brother Fred B. Kinley (Secretary), and Brother Bob McGlone. Both student members of the Athletic Council, as well as the faculty member who is the chairman, are Theta Taus. In the student governing body, the Student Council, Brother Phil Doerr is President, and Brothers McGlone and Gahagan serve as council members. In the honorary group we have seven members in Blue Key and a number of men in Tau Beta Pi. Brother King is serving as president of the junior class, and has just finished his term as basketball manager.

So it may be seen that the boys in Gamma are a busy bunch.

PHILIP DOERR
Golden, Colorado, March 5, 1927

DELTA

At Case members are not elected to Theta Tau until the junior year. At our annual initiation on December 11 we initiated nine juniors and nine seniors. Brother T. M. Chapman is with us again this year, swelling our active chapter roll to 26 men. In our senior class is the president of the Case Senate, the captains of football, basketball, and track, the manager of the Case News Service, and the editor of the Case Tech. In fact Delta Chapter does not have a man who is not among the campus leaders both in scholarship and in activities. Of the first five men in the senior class three are Theta Taus. Nine of the twenty-six actives are members of Tau Beta Pi.

At our last meeting a resolution was passed to hold regular meetings every two weeks at which speakers will address the chapter on subjects pertaining to the engineering profession.


E. B. BOSSART
Cleveland, Ohio, March 7, 1927
THE GEAR OF THETA TAU

ZETA

Total number of honorary members .................................. 4
Total number of initiates ............................................. 240
Total number of actives ............................................... 31
Total number initiated this year ...................................... 13
Total number of pledges ................................................ 16

New initiates since last GEAR: Donald Black, Active 233; Roy F. Dent, Jr., Active 234; Edward A. Farmer, Active 235; Stuart G. Hazard, Active 236; Manley J. Hood, Active 237; Charles H. Jarret, Active 238; Donald C. Little, Active 239; Logan H. Woolley, Active 240.

Since the last publication of the GEAR, Zeta Chapter has come to the front in several ways. Paul Swanson was elected President of the Engineering School. George Cash and Edward Farmer have been placed on a committee to revise the by-laws of the student chapter of the A. S. C. E. at Kansas. R. W. Nusser successfully managed the Annual Engineers' Banquet.

We held a professional meeting shortly after the first of the year and were given a very good discussion on the development of steam turbine railway locomotives by Professor Sluss of the mechanical engineering department.

In athletics we have George Cash, Perry May, and Dale Kentner. Cash will receive his letter in the pole-vault this year, and May will no doubt win a "K" in swimming. Kentner is on the swimming team but will not get a letter this year. We have won our first game in the intramural basketball tournament and expect to go to the top this year.

The entire chapter is looking forward to the Founder's Day banquet this year and we wish to extend a cordial invitation to all Theta Taus who might be in this part of the United States on April 20, 1927.

H. H. HINES

Lawrence, Kansas, March 10, 1927

ZETA CHAPTER
The chapter started the spring semester out with a bang under the leadership of “Tom” Koch, our new regent; not only started out with a bang but has been going that way ever since. “Tom” returned to school last fall after being away for two years doing economic work, and with his return to school he brought some new ideas for H. & T. that have worked out for the good of all concerned.

We had our spring initiation on the 19th of February. In the evening there was the traditional banquet at the Clift Hotel in San Francisco, and all that that means to those who have participated in them in the past. We missed Brother Lawrence (“Larry”) Tabor and his speech-making. The seven new members taken in were V. L. Vander Hoof ’28, J. D. Cerkel ’28, F. W. Anderson ’27, A. M. Tweedt ’27, I. L. Phillips ’29, K. C. Bertelsmann ’29, and C. Barton ’28. All of these boys show promise of making something of themselves and doing their share for H. & T.

Our regular meeting, scheduled for March 22, is to be held down at Mt. Herman, in the Santa Cruz Mountains. The following day being a University holiday, it was the wish of the chapter to have a stag party and general good time. Through the kindness of one of the brothers, du Boise Eastman, it was made possible, by his parents offering the chapter the use of their lodge. This is the first time in the history of Epsilon Chapter that a stated meeting has been held out of town or off the campus. Incidentally that was one of the new ideas that Tom brought back.

So far we have had one open house this semester and were very fortunate in having Dr. Meade, late of the University of Wisconsin, be the principal speaker of the evening. Another, and the last, open house of the semester is scheduled for March 24th.

Final examinations are only six weeks off as this is being written and commencement this year will see our ranks somewhat depleted. Those who will not be back next semester are: Bill Bakke, Read Winterburn, Ralph A. McGoe, H. C. Rea, Mason Hill, Bert Stephens, Lee Parish, Jim Kimball, and with all probability some of our graduate students.

It may be of interest to some of the old boys to know that “Charlie” Anderson went up for his preliminary examination for his Ph. D. this spring. I think Charlie and Dave Sharpstone are in some kind of conspiracy because Charlie is always getting letters from Dave who is up in Butte, Montana, addressed to Professor Chas. Anderson.

Henry C. Rea

Berkeley, Calif., March 14, 1927

ETA

This school year has been an exceptionally successful and prosperous one for Eta. Even though we had twenty old men back this fall we started the year with quite a handicap, due to the fact that the chapter was very inactive last year. M. I. T. is blessed with far too many honorary societies and fraternities and most members of Theta Tau are also members of several other organizations. After a year of inactivity the majority of the fellows in Eta came to consider the organization as just one more honorary fraternity. So
it was that it took some time last fall to bring the chapter back together and get the members to realize the value of Theta Tau.

Now we are all happy to report that we are one of the most active engineering fraternities on the campus. On January 9, 1927, we initiated twenty-four new men, all of them leaders in school activity work. Twenty-three of these men are juniors and one is a senior who is returning for a year of graduate work in hydro-electric engineering. We boast of having the finest crowd of fellows of any engineering fraternity or society at school, and so far no one has met our challenge. We have the general managers of three of the four school publications, the newspaper, the year book, and the engineering publication; and the junior editorial boards are all dominated by Theta Taus. The president of the Athletic Association and the managers of all the major athletic teams are all members of Eta. Also we boast of several class officers and we have more men on the Institute Committee, the student government body, than any other one organization. Many other honors that have come to members of Eta could be mentioned. We have chosen to put this information in the chapter letter to show that we have a live crowd of fellows in Theta Tau this year.

Beginning last November we have averaged one formal dinner meeting every five or six weeks and one informal business meeting between each dinner meeting. At each informal meeting we have three or four of the members read papers or give talks on engineering subjects which are of particular interest to them. These talks have proved intensely interesting and the wide range of topics discussed has been the source of a great deal of broadening information. At the dinner meetings we have always had some outside speakers, either professors at school or some prominent Boston engineers. Our meetings have always been interesting and as a result Theta Tau has come to mean a great deal to all the members.

We plan to hold another election this spring at which time we will select several promising sophomores for initiation before the end of the school year.


Boston, Mass., March 12, 1927

JOHN W. MORRIS

Theta Chapter is spending a most successful year. On the completion of John Jay Hall, the new social center of the campus, we transferred our activities there from the Livingston Collegiate Club. The weekly meetings have been so well attended that we expect in the near future to increase the number to two a week.

The annual spring dance is to be held soon. Brother Johnson has charge of the arrangements, but to date has not set any definite time or place.

Spring rushing is proceeding in a very satisfactory manner. At present we have several candidates of fine caliber whom we expect to pledge shortly.

New York City, March 8, 1927

JOHN BALET
IOTA

At the present writing Iota has an active chapter of twenty-four members, eight of whom were initiated in the fall semester. Nine prospective pledges are being considered for the spring semester. This will bring the active chapter members to a total of thirty-three in addition to two honorary members. Eleven actives will receive their degrees in May, leaving a prospect of at least twenty-two men present next fall to start the ball rolling. Iota has a total of 184 initiates to date.

G. F. McCrorey is president of the junior class which is quite a campus honor, carrying with it the planning of the Engineers' St. Pat's Celebration. Regent Kraft is also head of the local chapter of Tau Beta Pi. Brothers Sewell, Baumgardner, and Couch were pledged to Tau Beta Pi at the recent spring elections.

Honorary member H. A. Boehler, State Geologist, was the speaker of the first open meeting in November. He discussed the various engineering problems concerning the construction of the Panama Canal. Another interesting talk was given by Professor Hanley at the January 11 open meeting. His subject embraced the metallurgical treatment of unusual ores and baghouse fumes.

At the last Iota open meeting on February 15, H. M. Lawrence, Superintendent of the Mississippi Valley Station of the Bureau of Mines, took "Alaska" as his topic. The development of various Alaskan mining projects and the government railroad from Seward to Fairbanks furnished the basis for an enjoyable evening's instruction.

Plans are being made for the annual spring banquet of Iota in honor of the spring initiates. With twenty-two actives expected to return to school next fall Iota will have a fine foundation for a successful year.

KAPPA

Kappa Chapter has been very active during the fall semester and succeeded in securing the most outstanding men for the fall initiation which was held December 5, 1926. The late initiates are: P. E. Seepe '28, F. W. Gartner '28, H. L. Winter '28, W. L. Shattuck '28, G. S. Heylin '27, D. O. Baker '28, K. L. Mertz '27, H. F. Irving '28, D. Lyon '28, C. A. Basedow '27, and D. E. Peterson '28.

An informal dance was held December 10, 1926, at the Phi Delta Theta house and all of the brothers declared it a good dance. The Illini Aces furnished the music and entertainment and were red hot for the occasion.

Brothers McKeague and Alexander were taken into Tau Beta Pi this fall. Brother Helvenston was initiated in his junior year and is now secretary. Brother Miller was initiated in Chi Epsilon. Brothers Seepe, Gartner, Winter, and Peterson were initiated into Scabbard and Blade.

Brother Shattuck has been one of the mainstays of the swimming team this season while Brother Lyon has been the same for the track team. Brother McKeague is on the baseball squad, Braun on the fencing team, and Landon on the gym team. Brother Bush is a junior track manager with excellent chances of becoming senior manager.
Three brothers, Supple, Morrison, and Landon, were named on the Engineering Dance Committee while Braun and Johnston served on the Military Ball Committee. The office of business manager of the Technograph is held by Brother Landon.

Short talks have been given at the meetings by the faculty members. Professors King, Marshall, and Vawter are generally on hand to lend aid and encouragement to the struggling engineers.

Plans are now being made for a smoker to be held March 24th to secure pledges from the sophomore and junior classes.

R. H. Landon, Corresponding Secretary
Champaign, Illinois, March 11, 1927

KAPPA CHAPTER

Since the last report we have been making plans for the pledging of sophomores. The chapter has a ruling which prohibits the pledging of men before the third quarter of their sophomore year unless the chapter votes to waive the resolution on any special case.

On a Wednesday evening during March the active chapter held a bust on the campus for the purpose of getting acquainted with sophomores and other rushers. A fine turnout of actives as well as of guests made possible a very enjoyable time for all. The pledges and some of the actives blessed with talents provided an entertaining program. Of usual interest were Brother Seeley's magic stunts and card tricks. Following the entertainment, pop and sandwiches were served, and the latter followed by the usual "bull-session."

During the winter quarter an initiation was held at Shay's Cafeteria, during which three junior engineers took upon themselves the obligations of Theta Tau. These men were James Mather, Elmer White, and Ross Rozelle, all giving fine indications of being influential members in the fraternity and school. The initiation was well attended by both actives and alumni. Of special note was the appearance of several charter alumni who had never heard the Ritual since their initiation.

The plan of having meetings following a bi-weekly supper down-town at
Shay's Cafeteria is proving exceptionally satisfactory. The fellows seem more congenial and turn out well for every meeting and the bond between the individuals seems to be greatly strengthened by such gatherings.

The chapter wishes to thank Professor Baldwin for the fine results he has and is obtaining in reducing the chapter's alumni debt. Due to his unceasing and unselfish efforts the chapter expects to be soon free from this blemish and then keep that way.

Brother Funk was deservingly awarded a Phi Kappa Phi key with the first group of honor graduates for this year. Brother Lyon has represented the chapter in athletics by playing regular guard on the basketball team this season.

Salt Lake City, March 14, 1927

Mervin B. Hogan

Lambda Chapter

Total number of initiates .................................................. 73
Total number of actives .................................................... 17
Number initiated this college year ........................................ 7

Mu Chapter has kept pace with its distinguished University, and we are glad to announce a very favorable inauguration of the college year. May we introduce to the other chapters our recent initiates? They are listed with chapter numbers: C. P. Almon, Jr. (67), Florence, Ala.; M. M. Broyles (68), Johnson City, Tenn.; J. J. Clarkson (69), Tuscaloosa, Ala.; W. O. Harris, Jr. (70), Huntsville, Ala.; Calvin Jones, Jr. (71), Birmingham, Ala.; A. B. Leach (72), Tuscaloosa, Ala.; and J. R. Maxwell, II (73), Sheffield, Ala. We pride ourselves on all these men; and we are particularly proud of our new honorary member, Professor Fred R. Maxwell, Jr., of the electrical engineering department of the University. Prof. Maxwell was initiated on November 9th, and has already shown a great deal of interest in the chapter and its doings.
The college career of our Regent, Brother Robert Baugh, has been crowned in a fitting manner by his being awarded the 1927 Rhodes Scholarship from Alabama. He will leave for Oxford in September, where he expects to specialize in physics. To list his honors here would fill almost too much space; but chief among them are membership in Tau Beta Pi, Phi Beta Kappa, Omicron Delta Kappa, and other honorary Greek-letter societies; in Scabbard and Blade, Jasons (senior honor society), "A" Club (president, 1926-27), and an interfraternity club; captain, University of Alabama golf team, and president of the Southern Intercollegiate Golf Association; and holder of a roomful of trophies won by his excellence at golf. His social fraternity is Delta Kappa Epsilon, and he is one of the most prominent men on the campus. And by the way, the present holder of the Rhodes Scholarship from Alabama is another Theta Tau—Brother Robert J. Van de Graaff, charter member of Mu Chapter, who was graduated here in 1922.

Mu Chapter has this year begun the annual custom of awarding a medal to the student chosen by a committee from the engineering faculty as being the outstanding man of the year in the College of Engineering. The award is made at the annual Engineers' Banquet, which is given in March. Brother Speake was presented with the medal this year.

It is our good fortune to have with us again this year Brother Sam Britton, who was awarded a graduate fellowship in the School of Mines. Several others in the chapter hold undergraduate assistantships in engineering laboratories; and our scholastic record is further upheld by the fact that Long, Baugh, and Speake are charter members of the newly established Alabama Beta Chapter of Tau Beta Pi, of which the last two named are respectively vice-president and president. We are represented in Phi Beta Kappa by

**MU CHAPTER**
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Baugh and Speake, and in the two senior honor societies, Jasons and Omicron Delta Kappa, by Baugh, Blackford, Long, and Speake. Brother Long is high up in the managing of Alabama's athletics, being first assistant athletic director. He made the trip to the Tournament of Roses in that capacity both years. Brother Evans was chosen to represent St. Patrick in this year's celebration, and Brothers Ayres and Speake were members of his court. Space will not permit my listing all the activities engaged in by the members of Mu Chapter, but the above will serve as a fair sample. It is enough to say that we are represented in just about everything that goes on at Alabama, in the College of Engineering and the University as a whole.

Along social lines, we have enjoyed a few festal occasions. In the late spring, last year, we gave a highly successful swimming party on the banks of the Black Warrior River, near Lock 14. It turned out to be almost too cold for swimming; but that did not spoil the rest of it at all, and we are planning a "repeat" this spring. We were also honored with a "lead-out" at the recent Engineers' Ball.

Several alumni have been our welcome visitors during the year, among whom the writer remembers especially John Peerson, Bill Buckler, and Edward Pritchett, all of last year's graduating class; Tom Newton, of '23; and H. C. Gause, of '24.

University, Alabama, March 12, 1927

Paul M. Speake, Scribe

At the present writing the Theta Tau house in Iowa City is teeming with activity in preparation for the engineering school's annual celebration. The event is known as Mecca Week and consists of a banquet, show, dance, and exhibit. Brother Carlson is president of the Associated Students of Applied

Omicron Chapter
Science and is in charge of all the activities of the week. Omicron men are plentifully sprinkled throughout the committees as well as in the show cast.

Since the last letter one professional meeting has been held. Prof. A. H. Holt of the civil engineering department read a paper to both the pledges and actives on "The Development of Engineering Practices." The usual discussion that followed other professional meetings had to be dispensed with because Mr. Holt was unable to remain long with us. No professional meeting is scheduled for March, because the Mecca celebration has resulted in a calendar crowded with activities. Our next meeting will be around the first of April.

On February 26 the chapter held a party at Youde's Inn. Several of our alumni were able to return and about ten guests from outside the chapter were present. Two more parties are scheduled for spring.

Realizing that engineering students are somewhat hampered in their desire to broaden their friendships, the idea of holding joint smokers with other professional fraternities was originated. Delta Theta Phi, legal fraternity, was approached and they sanctioned the idea enthusiastically. On the evening of February 16 the two organizations met at Omicron's house and a good time was enjoyed. Each fraternity entertained with a stunt, and after an hour of bridge and general discussion, refreshments were served. The Phi Delta Chi, pharmacy fraternity, has expressed its desire to stage a smoker with us, but no definite arrangements have been made.

To further form and strengthen friendships both in and out of the engineering school a system of interchanging dinner guests once a week is practiced. At present Triangle, Kappa Eta Kappa, and Phi Delta Chi are included in the system.

Omicron's basketball team has suffered a more or less disastrous season. Most of the games came at a time when it was almost impossible to get the regular lineup on the floor and we were obliged to forfeit several games.

Brothers Boyles, Beatty, Folwell, and Elliott were entered in the Big Ten indoor meet and helped Iowa garner enough points to place third. Edwards is entered in the conference gym meet to be held in Chicago.

Brothers Stewart Meyers, Fred Smith, John Folwell, E. P. Schuleen, and E. T. Schuleen were recently initiated into Sigma Xi, and Brothers Wertzbaugh and Wickham are pledges to Tau Beta Pi.

The schedule of monthly news letters to alumni has been more or less strictly adhered to. A suggestion from Brother Schrader resulted in the letters being written under the title, "The Pyramid of Omicron Chapter." We find these letters an excellent means of keeping in touch with our alumni, and the replies that we receive from them are posted on the house bulletin board where they are eagerly read by the actives.

Ernest Schuleen '26

Iowa City, Iowa, March 15, 1927

NU

Reply received too late for publication.

XI

No reply received.
Twelve members of Rho Chapter returned to school this year, ready for work and with the idea of making Rho even more active than in the past.

On November tenth a smoker was held for the purpose of looking over new men. Six of these men were pledged, the initiation taking place on January 26.

The annual Installation Banquet was held on February 16 at the Peacock Alley Tea Room. Professor Harry Tucker, head of the highway engineering department, and Professor J. W. Harrelson of the mathematics department were the speakers of the evening. Short talks were made by several members.

Brother Coffman visited the chapter on February 19. He gave a very interesting talk on the fraternity, including a few pointers for the new members. Brother Coffman’s visit was thoroughly enjoyed.

An Engineers’ Day is to be held by the Engineering School on March 17. Rho Chapter has planned an active part in the work and festivities of the day.

During the past school year two alumni members and one active member of Rho Chapter have embarked on the good ship matrimony. The alumni members are J. M. Potter ’26 and R. W. Luther ’26. The active member is J. C. Mason ’27.

Jeff, C. Davis

Raleigh, N. C., March 6, 1927

SIGMA

The total number of Sigma initiates is now seventy-six. Three men were initiated in the winter quarter. Their names and numbers are as follows: L. W. Miller (74), H. Z. Schofield (75), C. W. Allen (76). There are at present thirty-one actives and ten pledges. We have not pledged any freshmen as yet but we expect to do so during the spring quarter. As there will be nearly a dozen actives graduate this year, we need more pledges.

SIGMA CHAPTER

BACK ROW (left to right): Talbot, sweeping, Marshall, Koester, Council, Steinbrey, Leedy, Gein, Fenton.
MIDDLE ROW: Kahl, Bertrand, Tweet, Davis, Miller, LeVaque, Diamond, Roe.
FRONT ROW: Kahl, Institute, Serder, Marx, Koester, White, Uley, Rock, Smith.
Two professional meetings have been held this quarter. At the January meeting Prof. Alva Smith, of the physics department, gave a talk on the opportunities for the engineer in the field of research. At the February meeting Prof. John Younger, head of the industrial engineering department and editor of *Automotive Abstracts*, discussed some of the problems of production confronting the young engineer. For the March meeting Col. Nash, of Williams, Nash, Hays & Thomas, lawyers, has been secured to give the talk.

After a short business meeting on the evening of February 28, actives and pledges listened to a talk by Brother Nold, a member of the faculty from the mining department, on the wasteful methods used in the mining of clay, one of the most important of Ohio's natural resources. Prof. Nold made a survey of the State of Ohio as to its magnitude of clay mining and manufacture during the fall quarter.

The winter quarter has seen the addition of the names of more Theta Tau men to the list of those taking part in campus activities. Fred Ullery, our past treasurer, was elected president of A. S. M. E. W. Meiter has been elected secretary of the same organization for the spring quarter. Pledge Raymond Armington is president of the newly organized Society of Student Industrial Engineers. Paul Crouch has been elected permanent secretary-treasurer of the electrical engineering class of 1927. Theta Tau won the University Championship Cup in intramural rifle shooting. The members of the team were Charles Smith, Ray Snider, Paul Crouch, Arthur Falter, Curtis LeMay, and Pledge Richard Beer. Clifford LeVake is a member of the Men's Glee Club. Pledge J. S. Decker is a pledge of Eta Kappa Nu and C. P. Smith and Curtis LeMay are pledges of Scabbard and Blade.

Brother Charles Smith, Brother Theodore Swain, and Pledge Raymond Armington were elected to Tau Beta Pi on March 10th. Elmer Marshall followed in the footsteps of our Regent, Harold White, and was married December 29. His wife is the former Miss Marion Stevens. Elmer is not in school this quarter.

The social committee is making plans for the annual spring dance to be held at the Elks Country Club on May 14. It is to be a formal dinner dance. Following the usual custom it will be a joint dance with the alumni.

Edwin Beriswell and Harlan Mace graduate at the end of the winter quarter. The usual graduation banquet will be held at the chapter house Sunday noon, March 13.

WALTON O. LEEDY

Columbus, Ohio, March 9, 1927

TAU


We are in the midst of preparations for the annual engineering banquet, of which Theta Tau has charge each year. We are all out to make this year's banquet the biggest and best one yet.
Tau Chapter has recently made the gift of a drinking fountain to the main building. Each year it is our custom to make a donation of some kind to the college and in this way have some permanent means of being remembered by the faculty, as well as being recognized by the underclassmen.

Practically every one of our new initiates, as well as the older actives, are now busily engaged in sports and other activities.

"Jimmy" Frink, our retiring regent, has been elected president of the senior class. "Jimmy" is a member of Double Seven, Senior Council, sings in the Glee Club and is vice-president of that organization, and at the present time is out for crew and has practically cinched a seat in the varsity shell. Kenneth Cramer, our new regent, who rowed on the championship freshman crew two years ago and in the varsity boat last year, is unable to go out this year due to carrying a heavy scholastic schedule.

Willis Clarke, star halfback on the football team and stellar defense man on the lacrosse team, also won his letter in wrestling this year. Wrestling in the 175-pound class he lost his first match but won every start the remainder of the season. Waldo Kirkpatrick, wrestling in the 158-pound class for his third successive season, also won every match but one, and that was lost on a decision.

Lewis Bizik, football player and regular on the lacrosse team, also invaded the field of minor sports this year, boxing in the 160-pound class. This being his first year out, of course he has not too much science, but he has everything else. "Lew" can take more punishment, and give as much, as any man on the squad.

Kenneth Gray, president of the junior class last year, is our two-sport captain. He recently finished the season as captain of the hockey team, and is now busy trying to lead the wonder Syracuse lacrosse team to another championship. Jack Shappell and "Art" Wood, two of our sophomores, are also out for lacrosse. Both played on the freshman team last year.

Norman Seiter, another lacrosse man, won his letter in swimming this year, placing in every meet in which he participated. "Bill" MacAlpine, one of our Chem engineers, is varsity cheer-master, and also a member of the Senior Council. "Hal" Merry is manager of the rifle team, and has played for three years in the University Band.

Theta Tau also took the honors in the junior class elections. Wilson L. Sutton was elected president and Morrell Blesh vice-president.
Strange as it may seem, every one of the above men is well up in his scholastic work, but just to make the record a little better we have the following Tau Beta Pi men: Henry Stearns, Gordon Garnhart, Everett Noble, Richard Rickards, Theodore Hall, and Elliot Lynde. These men, with the addition of Morrell Blesh, are also all members of Pi Mu Epsilon, honorary mathematical society.

Every man at Syracuse is out to make Tau Chapter a real Theta Tau chapter and next year we will do our best to keep up or better our present record, which we believe at the present time, is, both from the standpoint of activities and scholarship, equal to or better than that of any other professional or social fraternity on the campus.

HAROLD G. MERRY
Syracuse, N. Y., March 12, 1927

PI CHAPTER

TOP ROW (left to right): Flippo, Mayer, LaBrec, Kaminota, Brown.
MIDDLE ROW: Hurd, Richards, Carver, Via, Shuler, Holt, Selden, Peach, Harmon.
BOTTOM ROW: Small, Nettie, Gregg, Burnley, Selden, Professor Rodman, Mathison, Harwood, Simmons.

Two fraternity magazines of December issue discuss the rough house initiation in no uncertain way. The most heartening feature of the discussions is that each believes that the men most nearly interested and immediately affected, the active men, are radically changing their views and are coming to see the idiocy of the whole business, to say nothing of the complete absence of any usefulness in it. A definite distinction is beginning to be made between proper discipline and "roughing" the freshmen.

The Purple, Green, and Gold of Lambda Chi Alpha, in a review of his findings as he circulates among the chapters, by Traveling Secretary J. Fred Speer, says that "fortunately there is a new day dawning in the field of pledge discipline." He hints at the growing reform having come from the propaganda of the Interfraternity Conference, directed against the outrageous practices of the past.

Then The Archi of Alpha Rho Chi, professional architectural, which is decidedly a fraternity instead of a society, reports that of their nine chapters, but one appears to have faith still in the old time riotous "hell week."

The time is approaching when the man in the street, whose sense of the fitness of things is offended by seeing a mortified youth making a fool of himself in the market place, will be able to murmur to himself, "High School!" and be within the facts.—Banini's Greek Exchange.
ATTENTION should be called to an omission in the last issue of the Gear. The authorship of the article entitled "Syracuse University and College of Applied Science" was not given. In the haste of making up the final copy for the printers this oversight was not observed. The author was brother Morrell H. Blesh, Tau '28. The editor regrets this omission and takes occasion to congratulate Brother Blesh upon his excellent article and to acknowledge his valuable assistance as Tau Chapter correspondent.

All chapters of Theta Tau who maintain a post office box should make careful provision for the keeping of the same box permanently. During the present school year the Gear editor has found it necessary to change box numbers for a good many of the chapters because it was found that mail addressed to the box number given in the directory was not being delivered. The cause of this in most cases has been the failure of the chapters to pay the box rental which is due the first of July, no one being present to attend to it. This situation leads to a good deal of confusion and loss of time because of the slow delivery or the loss of mail. It is urged that you pay attention to this matter and make provision for advance payment to be made or have some one pay the rent when it comes due so that your continued occupancy of the box may be assured for another year.

Some chapters of Theta Tau have a custom which is well calculated to perpetuate efficient conduct of chapter offices. The thing particularly in mind is the passing on by an officer of a book of memoranda of his practices while in office. Everyone knows how difficult it is for one in responsibility to adjust himself to the new condition he finds himself laboring under when he takes office, and understands the consequent loss of time. In view of the fact that our chapter officers for the most part hold office only nine months, a large percentage of this time is lost in becoming acquainted with the duties of the office and devising effective procedures. An hour or two of time on the part of an outgoing officer in noting the things he has observed and found to be helpful in his work might clear away difficulties that the new man would meet. If a small book were kept for this purpose, the accumulations of a few years would prove an exceedingly valuable manual for the chapter. In our opinion such a large part of a chapter's success depends upon its officers that we can ill afford to miss any opportunities to augment their effectiveness. The record-keeping mentioned appears to be one such opportunity. Better grasp it.
DEPARTMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

A COMMUNICATION FROM THE GRAND INNER GUARD

Brothers in Theta Tau,

As you perhaps know, until January, 1926, Theta Tau Fraternity was divided naturally into two groups—the active chapters and the alumni associations. A member of the fraternity upon his graduation or otherwise leaving his chapter was supposed to affiliate himself with the alumni association that held jurisdiction over the territory in which he happened to reside. If no such alumni association existed then he was urged to cooperate with other members in forming one. Membership in alumni associations carries with it many privileges, among them being the power to vote on the granting of new charters and other fraternity matters and the right to send a delegate to the National Conventions. In spite of these advantages of fraternal intercourse very few alumni associations were ever formed and all those that were organized and chartered with one exception (Intermountain Alumni Association) have had a checkered existence, sometimes succumbing to lack of interest almost before the charter had been received.

Realizing that the ultimate strength of Theta Tau lies in the organization of its alumni into active associations the Seventh Biennial Convention held at Columbus, Ohio, authorized the formation of the third unit of the fraternity—Alumni Club. The alumni club is less formal in its nature than the association and carries fewer privileges with it but it is much easier to bring into existence. After two or more years of successful functioning as a club the unit has the right to apply for a charter as an association and in the future no charter will be granted to an association that has not previously existed as a club for at least two years. The reason for this legislation is self-evident.

The Executive Council feels that it is for the best interest of Theta Tau to have as many of these alumni clubs as possible organized in the larger cities throughout the country and to the Grand Inner Guard has been assigned the duty of supervising this phase of the fraternity work. Alumni clubs may be authorized by action of the Grand Regent who shall have the power to issue a letter of authorization to four or more alumni members who apply for it. The application must contain the proposed time and place for meeting. In the very near future the Grand Inner Guard expects to be instrumental in forming an alumni club in Charlotte, North Carolina, and it is hoped that alumni in other cities will avail themselves of this splendid opportunity not only to perpetuate the Theta Tau spirit and assist the fraternity after graduation but to benefit themselves professionally as well. Inquiries concerning the formation of alumni clubs will be appreciated by the Grand Inner Guard who will also be glad to assist in the formation of such clubs.

In H. & T.,

[Signature]

Grand Inner Guard.
We quote from the January, 1927, issue of the *Compass of Sigma Gamma Epsilon*:

"Recently the Grand Secretary [of Sigma Gamma Epsilon] has received a protest from an official of Theta Tau concerning the initiation of a member of Theta Tau into Sigma Gamma Epsilon. We believe that no chapter of Sigma Gamma Epsilon would wilfully initiate into its membership a man who is a member of another fraternity whose interests conflict with those of Sigma Gamma Epsilon.

"Theta Tau has taken action which places Sigma Gamma Epsilon on a competitive basis and considers Sigma Gamma Epsilon as a competitive organization. Accordingly it behooves us to find out whether or not a man proposed for membership in Sigma Gamma Epsilon is a member of Theta Tau and if so, he is not eligible for membership in Sigma Gamma Epsilon.

"Furthermore, in case a man has been pledged to Theta Tau, he is not eligible to be pledged to Sigma Gamma Epsilon.

"It is one of our cardinal purposes 'to promote cordial relations among students in kindred lines of work' but to do this we must not in any manner injure the rights of others.

"Sigma Gamma Epsilon was not organized as a competitive organization; it has never taken action which places a member of any other organization whose interests do not seriously interfere with the interests of Sigma Gamma Epsilon in a position of being ineligible for membership. Action has been taken by other organizations which prohibits their members from becoming members of Sigma Gamma Epsilon. The wishes of other organizations in this regard should be respected."—C. B. C.

The records of Theta Tau show that Sigma Gamma Epsilon was voted competitive in March, 1916, by the Executive Council of Theta Tau and it has been so classified by us since that time.

E. J. S.

Elsewhere in the *Gear* you will see a notice relative to the Theta Tau Employment Bureau, which was established some time ago. The Bureau has been functioning regularly. Brother Baldwin says that he would be able to do much better if alumni who are in need of men would tell him when the jobs were open. He ordinarily knows of plenty of men who would be glad to receive employment. If you need any one now or at any time in the future, communicate with Brother Baldwin and he will be able to tell you of some Theta Tau in your locality who would be available. Brother Baldwin has gone to a good deal of trouble to make his information as complete as possible, and if you do not make use of it now that it is available, all parties concerned are the losers.

Apparently all fraternities face certain common difficulties. Two of the important ones of these are accounts receivable and inefficient chapter management. We paraphrase two editorials from the *Delta Sigma* of Delta Sigma Pi, professional commerce fraternity, on these subjects:

Each year some chapters make the mistake of electing to important offices brothers who are wholly unqualified for the work. The first and foremost requisite of a chapter officer is that he have the time and the inclination to
serve. A man may have all the ability in the world, but if he will not give
the time to his office his duties will not be executed in a credible manner.
Offices cannot be passed out simply as campus honors. A brother must not be
burdened with several major offices in different organizations. Responsibility
and work must be divided. A chapter which elects a campus leader who has
not time to fill office has ordered a bad year and is going to get it. Possibly
the chapter will wake up, realize its mistake, get a new officer on the job, and
make up for lost time. Probably it won’t, and a year of retrogression will
result.

It is urged that this spring all chapters give more thought to this vital
problem and elect officers solely on the basis of merit and inclination to serve.

With regard to fraternity financial obligations which alumni leave behind
them, it is pertinent that some universities have established a rule that all de­
grees will be withheld from students if indebtedness contracted during the col­
lege course is reported to the university office in time. There is no reason to
assume that fraternities or merchants should look to the school as a collection
agency, but it is reasonable that a university can and should withhold a degree
from a student who has not satisfactorily adjusted his debts.

Such a rule is probably the extreme. As an intermediary, some fraternities
suspend a member if he has left indebtedness unadjusted. The usual custom
is to remove certain fraternity privileges, among them the alumni card, the
certification of good standing, affiliation privileges, and access to the fraternity
publications. Here, again, it cannot be assumed that the National Council or
executive body can be responsible for chapter collections; but it may be pos­
sible for the governing body to withhold certain privileges pending the dis­
charge of financial obligations.

Leon E. Edwards, Zeta ’22, holds
the quite responsible position of Assi­
sistant Electrical Engineer for the
Santa Fe Railway. His address is
1308 Elmwood Street, Topeka,
Kansas.

Roy Starbird, Epsilon ’17, and
Clarence R. King, Epsilon ’22, sailed
from Los Angeles on January 3, for
Chili and Bolivia on examination
work for Yeatman & Berry of New
York.

Paul S. Endacott, Zeta ’26, is now
supervising construction activities for
the Phillips Petroleum Company, in
the Panhandle of Texas.

Karl H. Englund, Zeta ’26, is em­
ployed in the Kansas City office of
the Kansas City Southern Railway.
He is drafting and recently had a
great deal to do with the design of
one of their large new yards and sta­
tions.

George Ashton, Omicron ’23, and
Pete Phelps, Omicron ’25, who were
star distance men on Iowa’s track
teams of a few years ago, are again
teammates, running under the colors
of the Chicago Athletic Association.
They recently returned from New
York where they helped their club
place third in the National Indoor
Meet.

J. H. Ashley, Epsilon ’21, is fore­
m an for the Mexican Corporation at
Fresnillo, Zacatecas, Mexico.

Lewis A. Bond, Epsilon ’17, is liv­
ing at 2034 Brigden Blvd., Pasan­
dena, California.

Lute Parkinson, Gamma ’22, has
returned to Africa to the Union
Miniere Properties. Lute was mar­
r ied just previous to his returning.

Tom Holmes, Gamma, finished his
work for a Master’s degree and is
now in New Jersey.
NEW PUBLICATIONS

Research Investigations, Year 1925-26, Bulletin 17, Utah Engineering Experimental Station. By Thomas Varley, Lambda '07. This bulletin covers the following subjects: Reduction Treatment of Lead Blast Furnace Charge, Flotative Properties of Common Gangue Minerals, and Roasting Zinciferous Sulphide Ores.


Mining Methods of the Jarbridge District, Nevada. By John F. Park, Theta '17. Volume LXII, A I. M. E.

Top Slicing in Old Fills at El Bordo Mine, Mexico. By R. J. Mechin, Gamma '19, Volume LXII, A I. M. E.


Mining Methods in the Verde District, Arizona. By C. E. Mills, Beta '15. Volume LXIII, A I. M. E.


At the annual meeting of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers a number of members submitted technical papers. Among these were: Tungsten and Thoria, of which Brother Zay Jeffries, Delta, was one of the authors; Capillary Retention of Petroleum in Unconsolidated Sands, by L. C. Uren, Epsilon '11; Core Studies of the Second Sand of the Venango Group, by Charles R. Fettke, Nu; and Relations of Disseminated Copper Ores in Porphyry to Igneous Intrusives, by W. H. Emmons, Alpha.

UNDERGROUND AIR CONDITIONS AND VENTILATION METHODS AT TONOPAH, NEVADA

By R. O. Pickard, Berkeley, Calif. [Beta '06]

(Pamphlet No. 1649-A. 14 pp. 3700 w.)

The Tonopah mines have an interesting ventilation problem because they have many shafts and stopes opening to the surface interconnected underground, their underground temperatures are high, dust in them is a health hazard, certain rocks in them give off inert gases, their altitude is 600 feet above sea level and they are in a dry desert climate. This paper reviews the findings of a ventilation study of this district made in 1921 and compares them with a study made in 1925 with comments on the improvements in ventilation found at the latter date. Details are given of the underground air-volume, temperatures,
RELATIONS OF THE DISSEMINATED COPPER ORES IN PORPHYRY TO IGNEOUS INTRUSIVES

By W. H. EMMONS, Minneapolis, Minn. [Hon. Alpha]
(Pamphlet No. 1618-1, 11 pp., 4100 w., illus.)

The classification of lode deposits, previously discussed by the author, is reviewed, followed by a history of disseminated copper ores in porphyry. Deposits in fourteen districts in the western United States and Mexico are described with maps. The intruding rocks genetically associated with the disseminated copper ores are given for these districts.

Deposits of disseminated copper ores are of the acrobasitholithic group, which more often than any other shows zonal arrangements of the lodes of the metals. These ores seem to be confined to relatively small intruding masses and to areas near such masses. The present paper is the third of a series treating of the relations of ores of the metals to igneous rocks.—A.I.M.E.

RAY SWEET, Epsilon, paid us a visit about six weeks ago. He had just returned from Cuba where he had been with some copper mines. He was around here for two weeks and then left for Rhodesia, Africa, where he was going to work for the American Smelting and Refining Co.
P. T. (Tory) HOHENSHELL, Epsilon, is working for Joe Shell, at Ventura, California.
C. F. SMITH, Epsilon, who is now enrolled as graduate research assistant at the University of Illinois, is listed in the program of the short course in Highway Engineering, given at the University of Illinois February 22-25, 1927, for a paper on "Experimental Road: Results on Earth Roads."
FRANKLIN E. DEVORE, Zeta '26, is employed by the Engineering Department of the Internation Motors Company of Allentown, Pennsylvania, Address, 1244 Union Street.
RAYMOND ANDERSON, Omicron '24, is now located in Crawfordsville, Iowa.
Radio listeners may hear the voice of Brother Menzer, Omicron '20 (M. S. '21, E. E. '26), by tuning in on the University Station WSUI. Menzer is announcer and chief operator of the station.

TED CAMBURN, Zeta '25, is doing work for the firm of Harrington, Howard and Ash, out on the Pacific Coast. Palo Alto, California, is the place and 651 Gilman Street is the address.
CLIFFORD G. DAVIS, Zeta '26, has been out of school only a few months, but he is making a big go of life. He is employed by the Kansas City Southern Railway, as party chief, and is working out of the Division Engineer's office at Pittsburg, Kansas. Address, 208 West 5th St.
CLIFFORD VON HOENE, Omicron '24, is with the Southern Bell Telephone Company at Atlanta, Georgia. Von is busy making a survey of the unit costs of the different branches of the system.
JAMES A. CLARK, Gamma '21, is with the Lago Petroleum Corporation, at Maracaibo, Venezuela, S. A.
Gerald Parkinson, Gamma, is now with the Copper Queen at Bisbee, Arizona.
A. L. FERRIS, Beta '11, is with the Compania Minera de Penoles in Monterrey, N. L., Mexico. Brother Ferris is a field engineer on a property fifty miles south of the city of Oaxaca.
CHAS. L. (Puddle) LAKE, Epsilon, '24, is with the Superior Oil Co. in Texas and New Mexico.
At a meeting of representatives of college honor societies held in Kansas City, Missouri, December 30, 1925, an executive committee, with full powers, was appointed. During the year since that gathering the committee has given much thought to its main problem, namely, to select from a large number of so-called honor societies in American colleges those justly entitled to membership in the Honor Societies Conference.

A meeting of the committee was held in Williamsburg, Virginia, November 26 and 27, 1926, in connection with the sesquicentennial celebration of Phi Beta Kappa. In two long sessions the members deliberated, finally reaching the conclusion that the initial members of the Conference should be Phi Beta Kappa, Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi, The Order of the Coif, and Alpha Omega Alpha.

 Provision was made for the admission of other organizations with the proper qualifications, for initiation fees and annual dues, and for needed equipment of the office of the secretary. The committee on constitution, appointed at the Kansas City meeting, was continued, its members being Dr. Walter L. Bierring, Professor Floyd K. Richtmyer, and Dr. William W. Root.

The Council of the Honor Societies Conference was created, this always to be composed of a representative, preferably an officer, of each member society selected by the society, together with three members at large to be chosen by the representatives. The selection of the initial Council resulted in the choice: for Phi Beta Kappa, Oscar M. Voorhees, secretary; for Tau Beta Pi, Arthur D. Moore, president; for Sigma Xi, Edward Ellery, secretary; for Phi Kappa Phi, Charles H. Gordon, secretary; for The Order of the Coif, Walter W. Cook, president; for Alpha Omega Alpha, William W. Root, secretary-treasurer. These six then chose as members at large, Francis W. Shepardson, Floyd K. Richtmyer, and Henry B. Ward.

Officers of the Conference were then chosen as follows: President, Francis W. Shepardson; Vice-President, Edward Ellery; Secretary-Treasurer, William W. Root. To these officers was delegated the authority to select the time and place for the next meeting and to prepare such literature as should be needed for the Conference. All communications for the Conference should be sent to the secretary, Dr. William W. Root, Slaterville Springs, N. Y.

—Banta’s Greek Exchange.

WHAT IS AN HONOR SOCIETY?

This question has been seriously debated by Theta Tau since its founding and the loose line drawn between some “honors” ratings and professional groups has been at times a puzzling and difficult problem for our fraternity.

We are glad to note that some progress is being made by the real honor societies themselves to solve the question. It is to be hoped that as a result of this new Conference definite rules and regulations will be adopted which will serve as a guide to Theta Tau as well as all other professional and social groups. It is admitted by everyone that membership in an honor society should be a distinctive scholastic honor conferred on an individual and that it should have a real and unquestioned meaning as such.

E. J. S.
NOTES ON THE CHAPTERS
ZETA

A year's work on an original line of research recently brought to two Zeta Chapter men, Thomas Hipp '26 and Dean Magee '26, the much coveted honor of membership in Sigma Xi. This honor comes to the chapter equally as well as to the men themselves, since it is an unusual occurrence for student engineers to be elected to so high an honor, and these men are the only engineers elected at the University this past school year.

Their experiment covered a rather new field, that of stream erosion. The men ran the experiment as a senior thesis, and to aid Prof. F. M. Dawson, of the Department of Hydraulics, and Dr. R. C. Moore, of the Department of Geology, in their efforts to gain some knowledge of the action of running water on different kinds of soil under varying conditions.

For their work they had a large metal tank especially made to order. This tank was some eighteen feet long, three feet wide and perhaps ten inches deep. The tank was placed in a wooden frame which was in turn supported on jacks. By this device it was possible to arrive at any desired slope condition. Water was pumped into a large tank at the head end of the stream bed and allowed to flow over the artificial bed of sand and earth, or both, at various rates of flow. The water was carried off at the end of the stream.

At different stages of each of the runs the water was drained from the stream bed, and actual set of levels taken, and the contours thus determined were placed on the stream bed with the aid of pins and red string. The stream bed, thus marked, was then photographed from one or more desired positions, and the test resumed. By dropping small drops of colored oil into the stream at the head end, and by observing their course and action, it was possible to note the various conditions of flow.

It was the hope of the professors in charge to develop a formula, or law, for the meandering of streams, but thus far their experiments have not warranted any such results.

Zeta feels that Brothers Hipp and Magee deserve congratulation on their work and the unusual recognition it received.

RALPH W. NUSSE, Zeta '27

PI CHAPTER RENDERS SERVICE TO UNIVERSITY
OF VIRGINIA

Pi Chapter, at present, is engaged in an extensive campaign in cooperation with the administration of the Engineering School of the University of Virginia, in advertising our engineering school. Our equipment and teaching corps with but little more expense could handle twice as many students.

Theta Tau has long awaited an opportunity whereby it could prove its benefit to our school. When the matter was brought before our chapter by Dean Newcomb and Professor Rodman, our brothers of the Faculty, we enthusiastically pledged our support.

Our first step was to finance an enlargement of the Virginia Engineering Journal so that it might print articles which, when read by students of the preparatory schools of this and the nearby states, would set forth the advantages of an engineering career and what our school has to offer them in va-
rious lines of engineering. The journal is now being sent at the chapter's expense to the leading preparatory and high schools of this and neighboring states.

As a result the Dean has been receiving numerous applications for admission, and letters of inquiry, many of which will result in new students.

Our plan also is to send chapter members to these various nearby schools and get in personal touch with these men. This we feel will be the most effective means of obtaining the type of men which we desire.

The policy of announcing a dean's list of students who are given special privileges as a reward for having maintained a high average on work done the session before, will be carried out in every department of the University of Virginia next session.

Three years ago this policy was adopted by the college and when it was found to be a success the law department took it up. This year the dean's lists have been announced in medicine and education, and the department of engineering will try it out in 1927.

LOFGREN NEW GRID CAPTAIN

Walter Lofgren, Gamma '28, of Denver, outstanding Mines player in the past season, was elected captain of the squad for 1927 at a meeting of the players at a banquet at Hosa Lodge at the conclusion of the season. Lofgren is a Denver man and was prominent in athletics and student activities at North Denver High School. He played both guard and tackle on the Oredigger line and was mentioned for all-conference honors by the official guide. He will be a senior next year and his friends are confident he will finish his playing days in a blaze of glory. He is a member of Sigma Nu and Theta Tau fraternities and is president of his class.—Clipping.

Dan McMillian, Epsilon '22, is the outside man for the East Bay District of the General Petroleum Corp. His offices are in the Ray Building, Oakland, Cal.

The last we heard of Gavin Watterspoon, Epsilon '24, he was still with the Standard Oil Co. at Bakersfield, Cal., and was just on the verge of becoming a proud daddy. Later reports show that he became the proud daddy all right and he now has a little baby daughter.

H. H. Hopkins, Beta '08, Chicago, Illinois, was a visitor to Beta this year. Brother Hopkins takes an active interest in affairs of Theta Tau, and the chapter was happy to welcome him.

Edward S. McGlone, Gamma '23, is the proud father of Junior, born at Butte, Montana, on January 16th. Associated Press reports from Butte carried the announcement with the hope that the son would be a football player equal to his famous dad. Brother McGlone is with the A. C. M. Co., in Butte.

Jim Dean, Epsilon, is another of the hermits that we seldom hear of. He was, last November, the resident geologist for the General Petroleum Corp., at Bakersfield, Cal. Jim is likewise a proud papa.

Wal. G. Gallagher, Jr., Epsilon '23, is a geologist for the Union Oil Co. of California and stationed at Fort Collins, Colorado.
COURSES in Geophysics have been announced by the office and matriculation starts at the beginning of the second semester, January 26. Dr. C. A. Heiland, German expert, who will head the department, arrived in Golden early in December and announced that instruments are on the way and will be here soon. The equipment purchased is valued at $7,000 and includes a torsion balance and two magnetometers.

The courses as announced by the office are as follows:


This course aims to familiarize the student with the geophysical science as a whole. After an outline of the range of pure geophysics has been given, the physical properties of the earth and their measurements will be studied. After this, special methods will be described as applied to the solution of the practical problems which local geology offers geophysics. The first part of the course will deal more particularly with the gravitational field of the earth, earth magnetism, radio-activity, seismology, the thermic properties of the earth, and earth electricity. In the second part of this course, a description is given of the special instruments and methods which are used in determining the disturbances of the above fields of force or physical properties as caused by local inhomogeneities of the subsoil. The following methods and instruments, which are used for the discovery of mineral deposits, will be described and demonstrated: Torsion Balance, Pendulum Measurements, Magnetometers, Seismographs, Geothermic and Electric Measurements. A general outline of the theory of the instruments and the methods of calculation based thereon will be given. The operation of instruments, by the students, will be restricted to the special courses.

Prerequisites: Enrollment in this course is limited to regular members of the senior class and to graduate students. Periods per week: Lectures, two hours; credit, one hour. Fee: $10.


In this course, the theory of the torsion balance is studied. The formula for the use of the balance is derived, and practical calculations are made. Actual measurements with the torsion balance, as well as the computation of the results will be made by the students themselves, both in the laboratory and in the field. One half day each week, or its equivalent, will be spent in the field or in the laboratory.

Prerequisites: Engineering graduates. (For exception see Note No. 3.)

The number admitted to this course, because of the expensive equipment, will be limited to a maximum of ten. Periods per week: Lecture, one hour; laboratory and field work, equivalent to four hours. Credit, two hours. Fee: $50.00 minimum. (See Note No. 3.) Extra expense for field trips to be paid by students.


This course will be conducted in a manner similar to course number 2. The course will begin as soon as the instruments are delivered. At this
writing we do not know the exact date. Those especially interested will be advised later.

Fee: $35.00 minimum. (See Note No. 2.) Prerequisites: Same as course number 2. Number of students limited to ten. Periods per week: One hour lecture; laboratory and field work equivalent to four hours; credit, two hours.

Note 1: There is no tuition fee for bona fide residents of the state of Colorado. A tuition of $100.00 per semester is charged for non-residents. A matriculation fee of $5.00 and a student fee of $12.50 is paid by all students. Payment of these fees entitles the student to enroll also in any other course offered in the school provided he has the required prerequisites.

Note 2: Any member of the class in Courses 2 or 3 desiring to receive instruction in the theory, computation, and operation of the instruments, which is in excess of the amount of time provided regularly in such courses, will be required to pay an additional fee depending upon the time required for such special instruction and upon the amount of personal use of the instruments.

Note 3: Men especially recommended by operating oil and mining companies, and who have had engineering experience may be admitted to Courses 2 and 3 above.

New courses in ceramics under the direction of W. P. Huleatt, assistant professor of geology and metallurgy, are announced as follows:

1. General Clay Investigation.
   A lecture course which is to serve as an introduction to the subject and which the properties of occurrence, mining, sampling, preparation, products, manufacturing methods, etc., of ceramic materials are studied. Several inspection trips to manufacturing plants are included in this course.

2. Chemical Clay Analysis.
   A laboratory course in which ultimate and proximate analysis of typical clays are made.

   A laboratory course in which the materials and products are tested according to standard tests. This course also includes burning of ceramic bodies.

   A combination course dealing with refractory materials.

As soon as time permits, which will probably be next fall, other courses will be added to the above list. These will cover work on glazes, enamels, slips, colors, etc.

Yes, boys, J. P. (Whitney) Fox, Epsilon, is still around Bacon Hall, but in a different capacity than of old. Whitney has accepted a two years contract from the U. S. G. S. to map about half of California or something like that. Anyway he says half of the geology of the Berkeley Hills is all wrong according to the present map.

V. A. Brusso, Epsilon '21, is a division foreman for the Moctezuma Copper Co. at Pilares de Nacozari, Sonora, Mexico. This is a branch of the Phelps-Dodge Co. N. M. Erskine, Epsilon '24, is also there and in the engineering department. C. E. Stott, Gamma '24, left Nacozari recently and is now with the Standard Oil Co.
MINING ENGINEERING SENIORS, AND OTHERS

There are in the colleges of the United States, according to the figures of the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education, about 9,000 senior students for engineering degrees, of which 7,900 have been classified, as follows:

- Seniors in civil engineering: 2,044
- Seniors in mechanical engineering: 2,148
- Seniors in electrical engineering: 2,482
- Seniors in mining and metallurgical engineering: 426
- Seniors in chemical engineering: 801

These figures have not been checked: if the graduating mining engineers are too few in number, we should be glad if the above figures could be corrected. It is evident that Eastern mining schools have languished, in some cases almost to the point of extinction; while Mid-Western mining schools have the bulk of the students. We do not have at hand the number of colleges which are equipped to turn out mining engineers; but clearly if this number were divided into the number of senior mining students above mentioned, the average would be small. And the number of graduated mining engineers relative to the graduates in other departments of engineering is also strikingly small, when viewed in comparison to the total number of members in the A.I.M.E., as compared with the other three founder societies: the A.I.M.E. membership compares favorably with the others.

The enumeration of graduating students of engineering above given probably indicates well enough the current trend: it shows the preponderance of the field of electricity, with mechanical and civil engineering following close behind. These are the soldiers of the age of mechanization; the young field of chemical engineering, growing rapidly, is depicted by 800 students in chemical engineering—a third of the number graduating in electricity; while the one listed field of productive engineering—mining and metallurgy—shows only half as many as chemical engineering and a sixth as many as those about to take charge of the operation of electricity. When it is considered that this production group embraces both coal and metal mining, the figures become still more significant.

It is difficult to believe that the listed number of senior students in mining and metallurgy is not abnormally small. A few years ago the depression in mining, together with the tendency toward centralization of management of mining operations, produced a floating surplus of mining engineers, and a consequent discouragement of new students. In the future, coal mining should need more engineers rather than fewer, for the coal industry is under-engineered; and the metal-mining enterprises of the world will still look largely to the mining schools of the United States for recruits of new technologists and managers. — Engineering and Mining Journal.
Brothers Burnett, McCrory, and Broderick (Kappa) are working for the General Electric Company at Schenectady.

E. H. Taze, Kappa, is with the American Blower Co. at Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Warren S. Mann, Rho '21, studied mechanical engineering at North Carolina State College, was graduated in 1921 as an electrical engineer and has practiced civil engineering ever since. Brother Mann has been connected with the North Carolina State Highway Commission for six years and has been variously promoted, finally becoming Office Engineer for the Sixth District, which position he now holds with headquarters in Charlotte.

R. R. Van Valkenburgh, Beta '13 is superintendent of the Mount Hope Iron Mine at Wharton, N. J. He participated in the discussion of "Mining Methods" at the recent meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers held in New York.

B. O. Pickard, Beta '06, is resigning from the U. S. Bureau of Mines to assume charge of a department of safety and welfare for the Marine Shipping Association of San Francisco. Brother Pickard is considered an authority on mine safety work and has written many able bulletins on this subject for the U. S. Bureau of Mines.

Recent western newspapers carried the report of the sale of the Canterbury Hotel, San Francisco, by George D. Smith, Epsilon '11, who built and opened it in 1923. This is one of the finest hotels on the Pacific Coast, and was valued at about $1,250,000.

W. S. (Buck) Morris, Rho '24, is with the U. S. Bureau of Mines at Bartlesville, Oklahoma.

L. McPherson is an engineer with the Hupp Motor Car Co.

A. E. Wuesteman and F. Amberg, Kappa '23, are employed in Champaign.

Brothers Smith and Sorenson have attended several meetings of Kappa this fall. They are from Lambda Chapter and are taking graduate work at the University of Illinois.

Lew Suverkrop, Beta '17, is Associate Editor of Oil Field Engineering and is located at Taft, California, at present.

Bill Rand, '26, Gordon White, '25, Cy Hardy, and Gordon Heidt, '25, all Epsilon men, are all working for the Standard Oil in the southern part of the State.

Al Livingston, ex '22, is back at school to get rid of the "ex" after his numerals. Al was out of school for a few years and now he is back again with a wife and three little Liviingstons. How do you do it, Al?

John F. Mahoney, Krug Henry, and Jim P. Bailey, Epsilon, are working in the Maracaibo Basin, Venezuela. From all reports they say they like it down there.

H. C. (Hunk) Pyke, Epsilon '26, is with the Shell Oil Co. somewheres in South America.

Lawrence L. Tabor, Epsilon '25, recently left for Colombia, South America, on a two years contract for the Standard Oil of California. His mailing address is the San Francisco office, Geology Department.

Vern J. Collins, Epsilon '26, is sitting on a wild-cat well for Joe Shell at Half-Moon Bay, Cal.

Clarence R. King, Epsilon '22, who has been metallurgist for the California Rand Silver Mine at Randsburg, California, for three years, has resigned and is now at Hinckley, California.
Clement ("Slick"), Weintz, Gamma, is with the Midwest Oil Company, in the Amirillo district, doing magnatometer work.

Wayne H. Denning, Gamma, is with the Midwest Oil Company in the Amirillo District.

John O'Connor, Gamma, is on his way to Persia to enter the oil game.

John Christopher, Gamma, is on his way to Chile.

George Vorvb, Epsilon '23, is now District Geologist for the Texas and Pacific Coal and Oil Co., at Midland, Texas.

Guy E. Miller, Gamma '19, is a geologist with the Shell Company of California, at Los Angeles.

George P. Mahood, Gamma '24, is now addressed in care of the Bethlehem Steel Company, 1807 Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Boyd C. Steed, Rho '26, has been employed as "instrumentman" by the North Carolina State Highway Commission since his graduation. The instruments he uses most are drafting instruments in the Charlotte office.

Lawrence Cole, Zeta '16, is now located at Carteret, New Jersey, where he is employed by the U. S. Metal Refining Company.

Paul D. Cornelius, Zeta '23, holds the position of Sales Engineer for the Sullivan Machinery Company, in San Francisco, California. In a recent visit to the middle west, he stopped off to spend a day or two with the Zeta boys, and reports that all is well, including his two children, one of a very late date.

Charles Lake, Epsilon '24, working out of Carlsbad, N. M., for the Superior Oil Company, recently visited the Grand Marshal, Prof. Richard Russell, at Lubbock, Texas, for two days.

Bob Thornburgh, Epsilon '22, is working for the Roxana Petroleum Co. at San Angelo, Texas.

Sam Burris, Gamma '15, is now addressed in care of the St. Louis Smelting Company, Baxter Springs, Kansas. His home address is 1638 Ogden St., Denver, Colorado.

Harold R. ("Pete") Phelps, Omicron '25, was married on February 19, 1927, to Miss Gladys Hirt of Hills, Iowa. Mrs. Phelps was graduated from the University of Iowa in 1926. "Pete" was a member of Delta Upsilon, A. F. I., honorary senior organization, was captain of the cross country team, and Big Ten champion in cross country for two successive years. He was one of the best distance runners Iowa has ever had. He participated as a member of the American Olympic Team that went to Paris in 1924. Mr. and Mrs. Phelps will be at home in Chicago, where the groom is employed by the American Blower Company, as sales engineer.

Hugh S. McKnight, Gamma '15, is with the U. S. Metals Refining Company at Carteret, N. J.

Carl Touson, Omicron '26, who has been with the American Blower Company in Detroit, is now in San Francisco, working for the same company. Carl visited Omicron a few days on his way west.

Dale Brockman, Omicron '25 (M. S. '26), is with the General Electric Company in Schenectady, N. Y., as research engineer.

William W. Clawson, Zeta '23, is now connected with the Indian Territory Illuminating Oil Company, at Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Address all mail to Box 1052, of the same place.

Elgin F. Clardy, Zeta '23, is in the Engineering Department of the Ralston Purina Company, St. Louis, Mo. Mail reaches him at 5696 Kingsbury Place.

Prof. Bowman, Honorary Eta, is now at Drexel Institute in Philadelphia.
The last heard of Tom M. Gardiner, Epsilon, was that he was with the Shell Co. at Bakersfield, Cal., and was just about to push his boat out on the sea of matrimony.

Kenneth L. Gow, Epsilon '24, was last heard of touring Europe; he said in his letter he was having a swell time and expected to be home in April.

Travis P. Lane, Epsilon '17, has been made superintendent of the Lucky Jim Mine at Zinctown, British Columbia. He has been superintendent for three years of a palladium mine owned by A. Chilhery of Seattle, at Saltchuck, Alaska, and previous to that was assistant superintendent of the Kennecott Copper Corporation in Alaska. It is interesting to note that W. C. Douglass, Gamma '11, has been superintendent at Kennecott for many years.

N. L. Taliaferro, Epsilon '12, was recently elected Secretary-Treasurer of the Pacific Coast Section of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists. Brother Taliaferro is now Professor of Geology at the University of California and was formerly chief geologist of Ventura Consolidated Oil Fields. Carol M. Wagner, Epsilon '16, is Taliaferro's predecessor in the office to which he has recently been elected.

Curtis F. Burt, Beta '14, is Mine Superintendent for the A. S. & R. Co. at Minas Dolores y Anexas Matehuala, San Luis Potosi, Mexico. Tom Andrews, Alpha '26, has gone to South Africa. His address is N'Dola, Northern Rhodesia, South Africa. He had a meeting with Henry LaTendresse, Alpha '23, who is in another camp about 50 miles away.

H. C. Krantenburg, Beta '21, have gone with the Johns Manville Co. of New York City.

William E. Bainsbridge and Charles Weiler, Eta '21, have gone with the Johns Manville Co. of New York City.

Louis Haga, Beta '24, is now at Purdue, and announces that he is the proud possessor of a baby girl, born February 14. Mrs. Haga was formerly of Calumet, Michigan.

R. M. Moon, Beta '20, announces the arrival of a baby boy, February 2. Brother Moon and Mrs. Moon are at present living at Calcutta, India.

H. C. Kranenburg, Beta '21, was married to Miss Ethel Alice McClung, of St. Louis, early in November.

Charles M. Coate, a charter member of Zeta, may be reached at 430 Thompson Avenue, Eldorado, Arkansas. He is in the employ of the Lyon Oil Company.

Robert E. Ferguson is now located in Kansas City, Missouri, and may be reached at 3138 Campbelle Street.

Julie Guerdalia, Theta '25, is now with the Irving Bank, Columbia Trust Company, in New York City.

Dan Jameson, Theta '26, is located in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, with the W. A. Marshall Coal Company.

George Boose, Theta, is with the Texas Company of Houston.


Charlie Steffins, Wes Devlin, and Charlie Brinckerhoff, all of Theta '25, have been married during the past year.
THETA TAU PROFESSIONAL CARDS

DON C. BILlick
Epsilon '13
Consulting Mining Engineer
24 Avenue 18
Venice, California

V. A. BRUSSOLO
Epsilon '20
Engineer, Mocrooma Copper Co.
Pilares de Nazcazari
Sonora, Mexico

FRED COFFMAN
Lambda '15
Supervising Engineer
W. H. Bosker, Consulting Engineer
1014 Queen's Road
Charlotte, N. C.

W. V. DeCAMP, E. M.
Gamma '08
General Superintendent
United Verde Copper Co.
Jerome, Arizona

IRVING D. JAKOBSOn
Eta '21
Marine Architect and Engineer
Ft. of 16th Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.

PHIL. J. LAURENCE
Alpha '13
Engineer for Johnson, Drake & Piper
Hill Building
Miami Beach, Florida

J. SIDNEY MARINE
Eta '18
Vice-President and Secretary
Arlando Marine Co., Inc.
Quarry Sales Agents
7 East 42nd Street, New York City

ERICH J. SCHRADER
Alpha '01
Engineer of Mines
Consulting and Management
Box 244, Reno, Nevada

BEN B. WALLING
Alpha '09
Realto, Specializing in Business and
Industrial Properties
1046 McNight Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota

WALTER H. WHEELER, E. M.
Alpha '06
Designing and Consulting Engineer
Metropolitan Life Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota

GEORGE H. YEOKUM
Zeta '17
Gaines, Yeokum, and Mackey
Bridge Contractors
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Corbin Eddy, Beta '26, is now working on his Master's degree in Metallurgy at Michigan Tech.
William E. Huger, Eta '21, Atlanta, Georgia, is married and has a son.

Al Redway, Eta '22, was married recently and is living in Ansonia, Conn.
W. R. McKeen, Eta '21, located at Terre Haute, Indiana, is married and has a daughter.

REPORT CHANGES OF ADDRESS PROMPTLY

If you move, notify the Gear at once, giving the information requested below. If you know of any brother whose address we are apt not to have, send it to us.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Middle Name</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Year of Graduation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Address for mailing Gear

Firm or Position

Address

Title
Confidence

If an automobile manufacturer were to substitute cast iron where specifications called for steel, he would have a difficult task in explaining that both belong to the same group of metals.

Or, if a jeweler attempted to substitute a white sapphire for a diamond, the plea that both belong to the precious stone group would not serve as a satisfactory excuse.

Modern business rests upon a foundation of confidence. Without it, the ultimate goal can never be reached, regardless of product.

Your contract with the L. G. Balfour Company protects you from substitution. It is our constant effort to maintain a service that will inspire your confidence.

*Sole Official Jewelers to Theta Tau*

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS

BRANCH OFFICES

BOSTON  KANSAS CITY  DES MOINES
NEW YORK  WASHINGTON  DALLAS
CHICAGO  COLUMBUS  SAN FRANCISCO
PHILADELPHIA  ATLANTA  LOS ANGELES
PITTSBURGH  RICHMOND  SEATTLE
  INDIANAPOLIS